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i 
SIMARY 
The aim of this work is a comparative study of the electro- 
mechanical transient phenomena and of the stability limits of 
synchronous power syýstems, vhen they are mainly interconnected by 
a. c. transmission lines,, but when one of the a. c. lines is reprabed 
by the doce me* 
A thorough survey of the recent literature on h. v. d. ce 
technology has been made in order to ýe conversant with latest 
developments in the field. Digital computation and nunerical 
analysis are used to study mathematical models of the systems under 
consideration. % 
For the h. v. d. c. system, tfiree digital programmes have been 
established to find the characteristics of the converter,, to 
simulate the hoved, c, link in the a. c. power system and to study 
the transient behaviour of theýsystems respectively. For the 
a, c. system the Park's equations describing the behaviour. of the 
synchronous machines are modified to suit the digital domputers 
Then two digital programmes have been written, for the a, co system# 
one to draw the swing curves and the other to find the stability 
boundaries which incorporate the A. V. P. and the speed governoro 
To make a comparative study of the asce - d. c. system and of 
the equivalent a*c, systems two new comprehensive programmes have 
been established by incorporating the doe* programme for the 
transient studied in the modified aeco programmes. One of the 
digital programmes draws the swing curves while the other finds 
the stability boundaries of both the systems* with or without 
A. V. R. - Thus, by performing different tests9 it has been 
established that from the stability point of view the a. c. -d. c. 
system can be made superior to the equivalent a. c. one, provided 
that provision is made for increasing the power through the d. c, 
line when a fault is sensed. 
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INTRODUMION 
2 
1-1 Grovth of Enerp7 Consumption 
The story of man's origin and continuing existence has been 
a story of capturing and storing energy, and subsequently converting 
it into certain desired forms. Out of all the basic foms of 
power which have been utilized so far by man in his day-to-day life, 
electrical energy heads the list, mainly because of its ease of 
control and transmission. Hence, the primary sources like wind,, 
water power and fossil fuels (coal, oil and gas) are being converted 
into electrical energy which is, in turn, being deployed to serve 
our needs. Recently, there has been added another basic source of 
energy on earth - the "fission-reaction" of uranium or thorium. It 
is hoped we may be able in the foreseeable future to have a 
controlled "fusion" on the earth, vhichpay then be the major source 
of power in the world, 
In the present technological age the importance of electrical 
energy has been enhanced so much that its per-capita consumption may 
safely be taken as an index for the socio-economic development of any 
country. In view of the growth in the consumption rate of electrical 
energyg many speculations regarding the projected sources and uses 
of energy in the foreseeable future have been made. One of the best 
of these forays into the future has been made by Brown,, Bonner and 
Weir The forecast is based on the hypothesis that there will be 
a population of seven billion on earth in the foreseeable future, 
and that the annual energy requirements for this civilisation, outside I 
food productiong will be 633 x 10 
5 
megawatt-yearsg for a "steady-state" 
civilisation. This would represent a 650 per cent increase in per 
capita consumption of energy vhen ccmpared vith the present figure,, 
3 
and a total energy consumption increase of some 18-fold. At this 
rate the present fossil fuel reserves would last only for 35 years* 
1-2 Economics of Electrical Enc-rgy- 
Speculations regarding the future consumption of electrical 
energy* though based on rough estimatesq indicate the ever-increasing 
demand of electrical power. To face the challenges all the 
available sources of energy are to be tappedg and the improved 
techniques of generation and transmission are being investigated to 
utilise these sources to their full capacity* At the s&, ne time 
world-wide research has been organized to harness light element 
fusion reaction for cheap power production. 
Up to this times howeverg vater is considered to be the cheapest 
source of electrical energy; hencep hydroelectric generating stations 
are installed wherever a suitable head with a sufficient quantity of 
water is available. Another choice is thermogeneration. and in this 
cane alsos the power plants are installed where the fuel is 
economically available. These generating stationsg individually or 
collectivelyg supply the power to the long distant load centres 
through the high-voltage (H, V) or extra-high-voltage (E. H. V. ) 
transmission lines* 
1-2-1 FxtrFt-Tiirh-Voltage 
In the transmission of electrical energy the power losses in the 
line are a function of impedence and the square of the current; thus$ 
raising the voltage lovers the current proportionatelyg thereby 
reducing the cost of the conductor for power transmission at a certain 
percentage of power loss. Henceg extra-high-voltages are beine 
4 
economically applied to transmit the bulk power from the generation 
sources to the distant load centres. The significance of E. H. V. 
transmission is better appreciated when it is considered that one 
500-KV line could replace six 230-KV lines as far as loading capability 
2 
is concerned. Recognising the economical feasibility of E. H. V. 
transmission, the International Electrotechnical Crnmission (I. E. C. ) 
at its 1963 meeting in Venice, Ita3, vg included 500/525-KV and 700- 
750/765-KV in its list of approved voltages. 
1-2-2 Integrated System 
f, - To achieve an economical and'-reliable large-scale operation, 
power stations are interconnected so that their combined load can be 
treated as a unit system. The areas of mutual benefit that are 
usually-exploited in interconnection and pooling are as given below: 
1. Shared generation resqrves. 
2. Large econmical generating units. 
3. Load diversity. 
4. High transmission voltage. 
and, 5. The benefit of economy energy exchange. 
The "Pacific Northwest-Southwest Intertie" project 
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is one of 
the best examples of an integrated system. It will connect directly 
and indirectly almost all the major power systems in eleven western 
states of America, thus providing a grid system at optimum electrical 
efficiency. After the completion of the dams in Canadaq this 
integrated system will deliver 4600-MW of power and will comprise 
four E. H. V. lines in addition to several other supporting lines. 
R 
Two of the long lines will be 800-KV d. c lines* the other two major 
lines will be 500-KV a. c lines and the remaining lines of the system 
will be a short 800-KV d. c line,, two short 500-KV tie lines, two 
345-KV a. c lines and two relatively short 230-KV a. c lines. 
1'3 Stability Problems 
In the integrated system, if one of the power stations fails 
the others share its load, thus reducing the power reserve required 
for reliable running of the system.. But. the question whether or 
not the system can survive the first few seconds of loss of generation, 
while maintaining its stability, is to be answered by another set of 
calculations. For this study, which is the subject of this thesis$ 
the dynamic performance of the system immediately following the 
disturbance is computed and the state of the system is found. The 
system is said to be stable,, if it is operating or tending towards 
the state where the mechanical input power is equal to the electrical 
output power plus losses. If following a disturbance the system 
no longer satisfies the above conditionsq the system is said to be 
unstable. 
1-3-1 Disturbances in the System 
The disturbances which could cause instability of the system 
are grouped as: 
1. Changes in network parameters, 
2* Changes in electrical loading. 
3. Changes in generated power 
and,, Accidental short-circuits and other electrical 
faults. 
The effects of aLL the four types of disturbances can be 
taken into account while designing the systemo but the last oneg 
in bringing about sudden and unexpected changes, is of great importance 
from the stability point of viev, 
1-3-2 Stability Studies 
The first quantitative evaluations of stability problems vere 
made by the long-hand method. 
70 In this method some assumptions I 
were made to simplify the system equationsg and the results thus 
obtained vere only a guide to the actual performance of the system. 
The use of a "Network-Analyser"71 for the solution of the 
system equations- marked the first improvement in the study of 
stability problems. In this case results are obtained by representing 
the physical quantities of the network by the physical ccmponents in 
the network-analyser circuit. Howeverp the representation of the 
synchronous machines is primitive, it being simulated as a voltage 
behind the synchronous reactance. 
An alternative approach to solving the system equations is by 
simulating the entire physical systemg where synchronous-machines are 
represe'nted by micro-machines, and the network is simulated by a 
network analyser* 
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To overcome the difficulties of scaling the 
electrical and magnetic quantities for micro-machines many ingeneous 
methods have been put forward73 0 but the problems of control and 
metering of these machines have limited their use to research equipment 
only, 
Aldred and others 
74 introduced the apPlication of a "D*C Electronic 
6 
Analogue Computer" to stability problems. In this approachv a full 
7 
representation of the system is possible, and simultaneous non-linear 
differential equations can be solved in a more comprehensive vay 
than before; but the method is limited by operational difficulties, 
such as component accuracyg drift of amplifiers, and its complex 
setting and checking operation. 
Sher and Lisser 
75 
put forward a method which combines the 
merits of the analogue computer with those of the network analyser; 
and using this methodq Aldred and Coreless 
76 
at Liverpool and Humpage 
77 
at Newcastle upon Tyne$ built the "Hybrid Analogue Network Analyser"t 
though independently of each other. In this computerg the detailed 
representation of the synchronous machines are made in the analogue 
computerg whilst the network is simulated in the network analysero 
This hybrid computer requires specially designed couplingunits to 
convert both the d, c voltage levels into a. c quantities and alternating 
currents into their d. e vector components, 
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1-3-3 Digital Computation 
Since the early fifties, digital computerss because of their 
speed* flexibility and accuracys have been becoming more and more 
popular for stability problem studies of the pover system. In Ch. (2) 
a brief description of the digital computerg (English Electric leo 
Marconi KDF9) used for the present vork and the nunerical methods of 
solving differential equations and inversion of matrix,, together vith 
their respective digital programmes, have been discussede 
In Ch, (5) Park's equations for the synchronous machines have 
been developeds and the a. c system including speed governors and 
excitation controls has been transfomed into a mathmatical model* 
8 
Two digital prograrnes have been vritteng one for drawing the swing 
curves of the synchronous machines when different types of faults 
have been applied on the network, and the other, known as "search 
programme", for drawing automatically the stability boundaries of 
the system. 
1-4 Hifrh-Volt", e-Direct-Current (h. v. d. c. ) Svstem 
Recently the attention of power engineers has been diverted to 
the advantages of aschronous power transmission over long distances 
by the h. v. d. c. system. The first commercial application of thi. s 
system was brought into service in 1954 between the Swedish mainland 
and the island of Gotaland for delivering 20-14W at 100-KV over 
a single-conductor cable. Later ong other commercial h. v. d. c. 
systems were co=issionedq and recently in U*S. A. two long h. v. d. c. 
lines of 1300-MW capacity at 800-KV each have been included in the- 
ambitious project of "The Pacific Northwest-Southwest Intertie". 
These d. c lines will be the first in U. S. A* and will be the longest 
in the vorldq their individual lengths being 1375 km and 1325 km. 
1-4-1 Operation of the h. v. d. c. Pysten 
In the h. v. d. c. system the power is rectified7from the system 
frequency to direct current, and is transported to the load centres 
where it is inverted back to the system frequency for distribution to 
the consumers. In Ch. (3) major components, operational details, 
harmonic filterso reactive power demand and controls$ etcog of the 
converters have been discussed in s(=e detail. 
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In Ch. (4) a hoved. c* system has been simulated and two 
digital programmes have been written$ one for studying the characteristics 
of the converter, and the other for observing the transient behaviour 
of converter variables because of a sudden change in one of its 
parametersq eog., vreference current or a. c bus-voltages on either 
end of the hy, dc, system. In the digital programme all the possible 
controls of the h. Y. d. c. system have been included and provision for 
imposing limits on the controls has been made, 
In this study it has been shown that, though the h. v. d. c. system 
has no significant inherent rebponse characteristics of its own, it 
can be made to respond rapidly to controls, and thus it can be 
employed most effectively during a disturbance in the system. 
1-4-2 Fconomics of h. v, d. c. Transmission 
The efficiency of h. v. d, c. transmission over a long distance 
is evident in statistics on losses. When the comparisons are equal 
in terms of the amount of power, distance# size of conductor and 
peak voltage, a. c. losses are appreciably greater than those in a 
d. c line. Also, a d. c line with two conductors and its ground 
connections loses only about half its transmission capacity when 
one conductor fails., vhilst in an a. C circuit, if one conductor 
breaks down, all the transmission ceases. If the terminal a. c 
equipment. such as a transformer failsq all the transmission is lost,, 
but. on the other hand,, if half the terminal equipment in an h. v. dc. 
system failsq the line can still transmit power at its one-half 
capacity* The fact that the earth can temporarily be used as a 
return conductor in case of the d. c line- is an added advantage. 
9 
4 
The terminal costs of the hvd*c* system are higher as 
compared with those of the ac system,, but, on the other handq 
the costs of the d. c transmission line itself is two-thirds 
69 
of the 
a. c one. 
Hence, to justify the h. vod*c* systemg the length of the 
transmission distance is one of the decisiva factors. B. P, A, 
(Bonneville Power Authority) engineers have calculated the break- 
even distance as 500 miles. 
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It in reasonable to assume that as 
the technique continues to develop and h. v. d. c. becomes more generally 
used. the cost of its terminal stations under competitive mass 
production vill be reduced to a greater extent than those of an a. c 
system. 
1-5 -Com]2arative Study of Transient-Bebaviour of 
aoc-d. c and its Equivalent a. c. System 
In Ch. (6) the parallel a, c-d, c system and its equivalent a. c 
system vere studied from the transient stability point of view. 
All the controls on the a, c and doc* sides have been simulated and 
two digital programes vritten. One progra draws the swing curves 
of both the a. c-d. c and equivalent a*co systemg independently, and 
the other draws the stability boundaries of both the systemso 
A comparison of the swing curves and stability boundaries establishes 
that the transient stability in the case of the a. c-doc system improves 
only if the d. c power is rapidly increased whenever there is a fault 
0 in the a. c system. 
The verbatims of the digital programmes used in this vark are 
given in the appendices in Vol. 2; vhilst a description of the 
11 
identifiers used together with a brief explanation of the programmes 
are included in each individual appendix, There is great scope 
in this newly developed h. v. d. c. technology and the programmes 
written by the author may be another gui6e- line for future work in 
power system analysis, 
12 
CHAPTER 11 
DIGITAL COMPUTATION - GENERAL 
13 
2-1 
Introduction 
DIGITAL COMPUTER 
In recent years digital computers have gained great popularity 
in solving the problems of system engineering. This use is based 
on their ability to operate at great speed to produce accurate 
resultsg to store large quantities of informations and to carry out 
long and complex sequences of operation without human intervention. 
There are various makes of computers on the market but the allthor 
has worked on a KDF-q digital computer 
10 
. manufactured by English 
Electric Cmpanyl, which has the storage capacity of 16-K, (16000 
words) each word of 48 bits, arranged in four modules of 4000 words 
each. Each word is assessed in random fashion and tkj,, time taken 
to fetch or store a word is five microseconds whilat the binary 
addition of two such words takes one microsecond. 
2-1-2 'Stebps for the Co? nl! uter Progranne 
The following steps are to be carried out before a power system 
problem is solved by the computer: 
(a) Numerical Anallsis 
For complicated problems, a considerable amount of 
simplification is necessary before information is 
fed to the computer. Generally# the computer in a 
single step can perform only one arithmetical operation 
or make only one logical decision. thus the majority 
of scientific problems involving integrationg 
differentiating, vector manipulationg etc. 9 are quite 
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complicated for the computer to handle., Hence, a 
numerical method must be applied to translate these 
continuous functions using arithmetic differencep 
infinite series. continued fractions and iterative 
procedure etc. 
(b) Pro p,, r am in P, - 
Programming implies all the planning which comes 
after numerical analysisq and is related specifically 
to the computer, A flow chart or block diagram is 
drawn and memory allocation is planned to keep 
accurate records of the-coding procedure., 
(c) Coding 
Coding is the writing of detailed machine instructions 
'which carry out the arithmetical operation called by 
the programmes The coding may be written in machine 
language or in any language that is in symbolic or- 
abstract form, 
There are many programming languages which are used for the 
computer* Though the fundamental ideas concerning alogarithm 
loopsp the making of decisional and the structure of arithmetic 
expressions, ete. jare common to every computer languaget some of 
them have been developed more than others and am widely used 
such as: 
(a) MAD (Michigan Alogarithm, Decoder). 
(b) FORTRAN (Formula Translation). 
and (C) ALGOL (Alogarithm Oriented Language)s etc* 
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Of these languages Fortran9 is the oldestg and was introduced 
by IB14 - another language "PL/i"3 is being introduced by IBM to 
I 
meet the criticism$ of Fortran* Algol is the preferred language 
for vriting the programme for the KDF9 computers Both "Algol" 
and "PI, 11"are being used in the Ccnputing Department"of the University 
of Newcastle upon Tyneq though in the present work all the programmesq 
_ 
for the KDF9 computerlo have been vritten in "Algol". 
The Algol language was developed by the representatives of 
computer organizations and mathematicians from Europe and U. S. A. in 
an attempt to standardize the languages as much as practicable. 
As a result of a series of meetines from 1958 - 19609 a description 
7 of the Algol language vas published This language is relatively 
comprehensive and si? nple to understandq so it is quite suitable for 
the publication of computer programmes, 
programme vritten in Algol is composed of a number of 
instructions called statements, which specify how the problem is to 
be solvedand is termed as a source programme. A source programme 
is not readily comprehensible to a computer which can only obey the 
instructions if they are written in its own languages called machine 
language, j and this is different for every type of computer. Thus, 
prior to obeying the source programmeq a translation from Algol to 
machine language is carried out by a machine language programmer, 
called compilerland the new programme is termed as object programme. 
For every source language there are different compilersand for Algol 
a Whetstone Compiler or a Kidsgroove-Compiler is used - the latter 
being much faster and more comprehensive then the formero When the 
object programme is run in the computers it must be accompanied by 
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"data" on which it operates# the data of the problem being put 
into the computer either on punched cards or on punched tapes. 
2-1-3 Check Out and Production 
There are great chances of error in the written programmee 
The error can be in the translation which can be easily corrected; 
but sometimes the programme only solves a part of the problem and 
then fails to proceed further. In such a case the mathematical 
calculation requires chec%ing, Even if the programe works up to 
the endq the results must be checked for the desired accuracy of 
the answers. 'When the programme is established, it remains only 
to obtain the required answers for different sets of input data and 
the operation becomes a routine which can be handled by an operator with 
less training than the programmer. 
2-2 Solutions of Differential Enuations 
In Power System Analysisq some complicated differential equations 
are to be solvecý whichg if attempted by orthodox methods are quite 
cumbersomes and sometimes even impossible to solveo Due to this 
and also due to the advent of the digital computer,, mathematicians 
and engineers have found some new numerical methods of solving 
various types of differential equationst and now more stress is being 
given to this new numerical approach. However# for engineering 
problems the methods dealing with the first order differential 
equations with initial conditions are of major interests as higher 
order equations can be reduced to a set of simultaneous first order 
equations. For examples the second order equationt 
2 
pey 'f (p. yo yo 
can be written: 
P. z -r (Z, Y, x) 
Pay 22 
where "z" is a new dependent variable defined by the second equation. 
There are two simultaneous equations in "y" and "z" and their solution 
gives the function as well as the derivative. 
2-2-1 Taylor Series Solution 
6 
This is one of the basic theoretical methods of sqlving 
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differential equations. This methodg thourýi not used for computationg 
has its own importance as it ýrovides the basis of evaluation and 
ccmpari'son of the other methods that are of considerable practical use. 
To investigate the Taylor series solution the following simple 
differential equation is considered: 
peye "f (X$ Y) 
and,, Y(X 0)- Yo 
(2-1) 
(2-2) 
The Taylor series expansion of the solution y(x) about a 
point x-x is written as f m 
y(x) - y. + p. y (x - xm) + pe ym12 (x - xm)2 
pg y. 16 (. - x. ) 
.................. (2-3) 
(j) where p. ym is the jth derivative (j - 09 19 29 
The solutijon at the next point x= xm 4.19 which-is at a 
distance "0 from "x"m, is approximated as: 
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2233+ Ym+l I ym + h, p. ym +h 12 'p . yrd +h 16 0 Pe ym 0a000.. 
(2 
The derivatives from (2-1) are evaluated aat 
P. ym -f (x m am) 
2 
and P oym fx +f fy (2-5) 
where' fx - partial derivative with respect to "x", 
and, fY - partial derivative vith respect to "y"o 
Substituting the values of derivatives in (2-4) we get: 
Ym+l 0ym+h (f +h /2 (fx + ffY)l + 0(h)3 (2-6) 
, where 0(h3) is read as "order h3n and means that aU the succeeding 
terms contain "h" to the third or higher powers* 
The truncation error is given as: 
e. T w Kh3 (2-7) 
where K is some constants 
The Taylor series solution has been classified as a one-step 
methodg because the. calculation of YM+l requires information only 
at one preceding point (x 
m SY m 
)* The practical difficulty of this 
method is that it may become difficult or sometimes even impossiýle 
to find "fx" and "fy" especially when the evaluation of higher 
derivatives is to be carried out* This method is therefore 
impractical from the computational point of view pLnd is only used 
for judging other methodso the yardstick being the extent to vhich 
they agree vith the Taylor series expansion. 
1: 9* 
2-2-2 Runp_e-Kutta Methods 
The study of practical computing rethods begins with a broad 
class of techniques known as Runge-Kutta methodso To establish the 
patterns of these methods, Euler's methodg which by definition is 
classified as Runge-Kutta method of first orderg is considered. 
Howeverg this method is seldom used but like the Taylor-series 
molution it provides a necessary st&rting point for other more 
practical methods, 
Let ym be the solution of the differential equation 
(2-1) at x-x m 
The slope of the curve at the known point (x m gy m) 
is 
expressed as: 
POYM " f(X m Oym) 
(2-8) 
The equatipn of this slope is written as: 
ym+P. y m 
(X - Xm) (2-9) 
For the next solution of ym+l consider x=x M+l at a 
distance 
"h" from "xt' 
7. 
The point Ym+1 lies at the intersection of the slope 
of the curve(2. . 8) and the ordinate at x; and its expression is found M+111 
from (2-9) and (2-8) as i 
y M+j -ym+h, 
f(x 
m sym) 
(2-10) 
This agrees with the Taylor-series expansion (1-3') through terms 
in t'h" and so the truncation error is given as: 
e *T - K, b 
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Besides having a relatively large value of "e. T"q Euler's method 
is also unstable because the error by this method magnifies as 
the value of "x" increases. To redxice the truncation error (e. T) 
this method has been improved in different ways. Two of the 
improved versions of tuler's methodsq which belong to a family of 
second-order Runge-Kutta methodso are (a) improved Euler's methodq 
and (b) modified Euler's method, 
2-2-3 Run-i,, e-Kutta 4th Order Method 
This method is so widely used for integrating differential 
equations that it is simply known as "Runge-Kutta" (R, K, ) method 
without any qualification of order and types R. K. method can be 
defined by the following five equations: 
le Ym+l -ym+h 16 (k 1+ 2k 2+ 2k 3+k 
f (X 
mym) 
kf (X 
m+h /2' ym .+h 
/2 . kl) 
k3mf (X 
M+ 
h/29 ym+ h/2 .k 2) 
. k4 mf (x m+ 
h# ym +h, k3) 
Truncation error is given as: 
e. T - K. T5 (2-13) 
0 
i 
CompAntional Consideration 
The computational considerations in using R. K. methods are 
given as i 
(i) The application of R. K, methods is described in terms 
of an Algol procedure , Kutt a,, 
5 based on the set- of five 
equations (2-12)9 together with formal pararreters k9y9 
h and f. The last parameter is a real procedure 
vritten by the usep, vhich "Kutta" calls by f(x9y) and 
evaluates the P. H. S. of the differential equation 
0- 
P. Y - f(x. y) as necessary. The procedure givýs an, 
increment of "h" to the parameter "x" and replaces the 
initial "y" values by an approximation to y(x+h). 
The procedure "Kutta" is vritten asi 
Procedure Kutta (xgyghgf); value h; real xg y9 hg, 
real procedure f; 
b=in real, a, bs, 
i 
f(x, y); xt -x 
b: - f(x, y +hi a/2)1 
at ma+2ib; 
b: - f(x, y +hxb); x=x+h- 12 /2' 
yl =y+hx (a +2xb+f (xpy + hxb))/6; 
end ; 
S 
In the R. K. method mentioned above the number of function 
evaluations is five,, and as such it cannot work with a 
truncation error of O(h5) or less@ To increase the 
accuracy furtherthe only way is to decrease "h" within 
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(ii) Cont'd .. 
a reasonable limit, and to follow the method with a 
truncation error of O(h 
(iii) From the progrw=ing point of view the R. K. method is 
very simple and makes it extremely convenient for 
automatic computation. 
(iv) The R. K. methods require roughly twice as many function 
evaluations per step for a given accuracy as some 
multi-step methods. 
(v) To select the : right interval "h" is the most difficult 
aspect of using any of the one-step methodse To achieve 
the required accuracys a smaller value of "h" is necessary 
in the region where the solution is changing rapidly as 
compared with the region where the change is slow* 
Hence, a reasonable choice of "h" demands some knowledge 
of the behaviour of: 
(a) The solution of the differential equationg and 
(b) The method of solution* 
Since the former is usually not availableg it is 
necessary to check in some way that the interval in use 
or proposed is adequateg e. goait can be achieved by 
repeating a step at half the interval and comparing 
the results9 though it increases the amount of work, 
2-2-4 Kutta Merson Method 
Merson has shown that an estimate of truncation error can be 
obtained at the expense of one additional evaluation of f(xgy), as 
belowl 
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if f(x 
m 'y m) 
f(xm +h h` ym +ho kl/3) 
f (x 
m+h 13' yja 
+ h(k, +k 2)16) 
k4a f(x 
m+h 120 ym+ 
h(k, + 3k 3)/8) 
k5=f (x 
m+ 
h# ym+ h(k, + 3k 3+ 
4k 0/2) 
and assuming that for x c(x 
m9x M+l) 
f(x, y) - Ax + By +C 
where A. B and C are some constants 
the truncation error in 
(2-14) 
YM+1 n YM +h (k 1+ 
4k 4+k5 
)16 is given as Ci 
which is dominantly -I he 
5(Y)5 for small "h" 
720 
while the truncation error in 
Ym+l ym+ h(k 1- 3k 3+ 
4k 4) /2 is given as a 2 
which is dcminantly -I h5. (Y)5 for small "h" 
120 
Consequentlyg the magnitude of error in (2-15) is 
aa 21 . 
J- h5. (Y)5 (2-17) 
1 
720 
11 
In the Kutt&-Merson methodg equation (2-15) is used to calculate 
ym+l and equation (2-16) is used only to estimate the error, The 
error estimate requires one extra function evaluation as compared 
vith the R*K. methodg Sect. (2-2-3)o 
0 
If "a" is scme prescribed accuracy requirementg an interval 
ft h" used in (2-17) is deemed satisfactor7 if 
0/32 < 1/5 2 
If the H. H. S. inequality is not satisfied the interval can be 
halved and the step repeated. If the L. H. S. inequality is not 
satisfied the interval can reasonably be doubled before taking the 
next step. 
The Kutta-Merson method has been used extensively$ and the 
assumption of linearity in f(x, y) does not cause troubles in practice 
althoughg for non-linear f(xgy) the truncation error in (2-15) 
contains an h4 term, The Kutta-Merson method seems to slirhtly 
underestimate the optimum interval size "h"j, and henceg it errs on 
the safe side which is an advantage, 
Kutta-Merson Algol Procedure 
The Algol procedure has the following headingg and uses the 
Kutta-Merson method for solving "n" simultaneous first order 
differential equationst 
Procedure KM3 (n, t, yg range# fho aces h)j 
vhere na number of differential equations 
t- tibiel an independent variable 
Y- an array containing values of the dependent 
variables (solutions) at "t"s 
(The initial values of the array and "t" are 
defined by boundary conditions)e 
v range - the procedure replaces the values in the 
array y by the values at "t + range" and "t" 
24 
is replaced by "t + range"s 
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fn 0a procedure called by fn (t, y, k), is to be 
written by the user which leaves in k[ i] 
the value of the R. H. S, of the ith equation 
for the values "t" and yE il currently 
available. 
&cc a allowable truncation error 
hm Interval of integration, "h" is called by 
name and its value can be altered by the 
procedure, also the corresponding actual 
parameter must be an identifier not an 
expression or number. Prior to calling KM3# 
the identifier should be given a výlue of less 
than or equal to "range". On exit, the value 
left in "h" is convenient for continuing the 
integration further; but it should not be 
altered betveen calls in this case. 
2--, 3 Inverse of a Matrix 
The matrix equivalent of division is given by the reciprocal 
or inverse of the divider. In the. algebra of numbers b/a = a7l. bO 
ioeo, )the division by "a% is exactly equivalent to the multiplication 
by a7le where a7l is the inverse of "a"* Unless "a" is zero there 
is always a unique reciprocal of "a"- The essential property of 
the reciprocal is that: 
a. a7l a a7l. a n1 
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? -3-1 Methods of Inversion 
The inverse of a matrix can be foun4 by any of the stwidard 
elimination rethods of solving simultaneous linear equations, 
This inversion method can be explained as below: 
A set of "n" linear equations expressed as 
n 
la 
Ij xi=bi 
(i = 192o3 ... n) (2-19) 
j= 
can be rewritten in the natrix notations as: 
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where A- square matrix (nxn) of the coeVicient "aij" 
X- column matrix of "n" components of the variable 
it X 
colunn matrix of "n" components of 'tb 1 
11 
The set of matrix equations (2-20) can be solved 
by any of the'elimination methods 
3. 
e. g.? r. auss, 
Jordan,, Gauss and Jordan methodag etc. 
(2-20) 
if there are more than one terms in (P, H. S, ) matrix B for the sarie 
(L. TT. S. ) matrix A,, the above mentioned elimination methods are 
equallY good to compute the answers* In this caseextra columns 
of B are treated together while separ%lte bFtek-substitution is carried 
out for each column to get the final answers. 
Thus,, by the basic definition (2-18) and the procedure mentioned 
above, the inverse of the matrix A can be found by replacing B in 
set (2-20) with the unit matrix. The rest of the procedure is the 
sane as that of solving simultaneous equations as mentioned above* 
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2-3-2 Inversion Procedures 
Many Algol inversion procedures are available in the library* 
However, for the present work the author has selected an AlCol 
library procedure LUA 23, written by Mro J. Mo Watt (Liverpool 
University). This procedure has been proved very efficient for 
the inversion of the admittance matrix of the system and has been 
used in the stability studies of the aec - doc and the ate, systems* 
The above nentioned procedure is based on the nauss and Jordan 
method of elimination ) and 
its procedure heading is as follows: 
procedure inver:; jpn (n. a. b. f. singular); 
where n- dimension of the array 
b- required matrix inverse (A71) 
a= given square matrix (nxn) 
f- minimum allowable magnitude of the pivot 
(generally taken as zero), 
singular - this is a labelq where the programme exits 
in case there is a singularity in the matrix* 
The special features of the inversion procedure are: 
The progrsmne checks whether all the elements in 
each row are less than unity. 
If any element is greater than unity, the programme 
applies the proper reduction* 
After (i) and (ii) the prograrmne selects the largest 
element in the raw as "pivot". 
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Uv) The progrione checks whether all the elements in 
any one row are zero or whether any pivot is smaller 
than "f"; if this is the casethe programme goes 
to the label "singular" where the singularity is 
printed out and the programne terminates. 
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CHAPTER III 
HIGH VOLTAGE DIRECT CURRENT 
(hovedece) 
SYSTEM 
30 
3-1 HIGH VOLTAGE MERCURY ARC VALVE 
'A - 
Technically'-speaking the "h, v, d,, c* mercury-arc-valvell is the 
key to all the progress made in the field of h, v, dece power system* 
The. supremacy of the mercury-arc-valve was established because of 
its high ratio of hold-on voltage to conducting voltage and the 
ease of its grid controlq so, in spite of its heavy cost, this is 
the only device which has been commercially used so far in all 
h, v. d, c, conversion-stations, Although the designers are seriously 
working to find some ways and means to use instead thyristors15 in 
series to reduce the conversion costp they seem to have a long way 
to go and the mercury-arc-valve is expected to play a vital role in 
h. v. d. c. technology for some time to come, 
At the same time to reduce the conversion costq improvements 
are continuously envisaged to increase the voltage and current 
ratings of the valve, At presentp commercial mercury-arc-valves 
13 
are available only in selected voltage and current ratings 9 and 
they are connected to form a group of two or more than two valves 
as desired. The maximwa rating of six-pulse converter groups 
which are at present commercially available are 
13 
: 
D. C. Voltare D. C. Am ere 9 D. C. Amperes 
per GrouL (4 Ano (6 Anodes 
133 Kv 1200 1800 
150 Kv 1200 1800 
200 Kv (under investigation) 
These converter groups may be connected in series to attain 
higher voltages, So far, a maximum of 600 Kv to ground has been 
used by connecting four groups per pole. To achieve a higher 
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current ratingl valve groups may also be connected in parallel 
vith a separate smoothing reactor in each line. 
Mercury arc valves fulfill the main requirements necessary 
for h. v. d. c. power transmission such as 
12 
: 
1. A mercury are valve allows the current to pass 
during the conducting interval with a very low 
voltage drop across it. 
2. The firing instant can be controlleds i, e,, when 
the anode is positive, the valve fires as soon 
as the control grid is made also positive but will 
not fire during the blocking period. 
It can vithstand a high negative voltage during 
the period when the valve iS inverting. 
Tt has the provision to allow a desired commutation 
margin for de-ionization during inversion and hence 
avoids the possibility of re-establishing the 
conductance in the outgoing valve. 
3-1-1 Construction 
A mercury arc valve rated for 133 Kv (doc) and 1800 amp. (d, c) 
is shovn in Fig. 3-1., and brief description of the vital parts of 
the valve is given below: 
1. Anode Assembly 
This is the most vital part of the valve* It consists of a 
main anodes a fairly high number of grading electrodes and a control 
gridq e. g. 9 20 electrodes are provided for the above rientioned 
valvee In this wayq the voltage stress per gap is reduced and 
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the possibility of unwanted firing and arc-backs is minimised. 
The current rating of such an anode assembly is limited because 
of the thermal and arc quenching restrictions. It is therefore 
necessary to use a number of parallel anode assemblies to get 
the desired valve current rating. 
2. Anode Porcelain 
The anode porcelain, sealed to the tank by a rubber gasketq 
forms a vacuiza tight envelope which serves as a supporting insulator 
for the different electrodes in the anode assembly. 
3. Voltage Divider 
Every second electrode is connected to an external capacitive- 
resistive divider whichg together with fhe mutual electrode W& -. 
capacitancesq determines the voltage distribution between the control 
grid and the anode. The capacitors of the voltage divider are 
stacked in three oil filled containers where each stack serves two 
anode assemblies. 
4. TRnk 
The tank is half a cylinder with a horizontal axis and a plane 
tope where six porcelains of the anode assembly are fixed* The 
major portion of this tank is equipped with a water Jacket, made of 
stainless steel to avoid corrosion. 
5. Cnthode, 
The insulated mercury pool7is used as a cathode and is housed 
inside the tank. It contains two ignitors and is water cooled, 
6. MercujZ Diffusion Pun-n 
This is a high vacum pump having no moving parts* and operates 
continuously to maintain the pressure of the residual gas at a 
fixed minimum level. 
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7. Pre-Vacuum Tnnk 
The compressed gas from the high vacuum pump is transferred-to 
the pre-vacuum tank which serves as a vacuum reservoir. The tank 
is pumped with a normal rotating pre-vacuum pump at least once a 
year. 
8. Vacuum Gauges 
A hot wire vacuum gauge monitors the residual pressure in the 
tank while a simple mercury U-tube gauge measures the pre-vacuum 
level. 
9. Temperaturp Control (Cathode) 
The temperature of the cathode tank is held in the range of 
30 0- 35 0C to get the right mercury vapour pressure* On no-load# 
the excitation current just heats the tank but on-load# the 
temperature increases so much that a temperature control equipment 
becemes essential. The cooling equipment circulates the soft 
water through the plastic pipes and thus keeps the temperature of 
the cathode at the required level. 
10, Temperature Control (Anode) 
To ensure that the temperature of the anode is always higher 
then that of the tankg for avoiding condensation of mercury in the 
anode aissemblyp some special control equipment is used. This 
equipment circulates hot air between the gap of the anode porcelain 
and the insulated glass fibre tube, The air is circulated by a 
fan* and it goes up around three of the anodes and down around the 
other three and thus keeps the temperature at the required level* 
On no-loadq the temperature is kept at the required level by letting 
out hot air by a themostatic control damper while cold air is sucked 
in through a vent, 
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11. Tgnition and Excitntion 
In the multi-anode multi-phase valves, the arc once started 
is picked up by one of the anodes and is then transferred to the 
other anodes in sequence by commutation, the ignition being necessary 
while starting. In a single anode valves howevert the arc 
extinguishes after every cycle; and there are two ways of having 
continudili are, namely: 
(a) by exciting every cycle at the desired firing 
angle, 
andý (b) by adopting some arrangement to maintain the arc 
once it has been started by the ignitor. 
Tn the case of mercury-arc-valves used in the h*v*d*c* systems 
the iFnition and excitation anodes are placed on the plain top of 
the tank in between the anode assemblies, A grid biasing device 
produces a negative direct voltage which is impressed on the control 
grid. The positive pulses are then super-imposed on the negatively 
biased grid. These pulses are transmitted from the ground potential 
either by an isolating transformer or by a pulse transmitting system. 
The exciting and re-ignition system is shown in Fig. 3-2. 
12, Current Divider 
Tt ensures that the six anodes in parallel fire at the same 
instant and that the current is equally shared'among them. it 
consists of six current transformers with the turn ratio of 116. 
The primary windings of these transformers are connected in series 
and carry the valve current while the secondary windings are 
connected in series with the associated anodes as shown in Fig. 3-3. 
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3-2 USE OF THYRISTORS IN H. V. D. C. SYSTEM 
The present technology of h. v, d, ce pover system has been 
evolved from the characteristics inherent in the mercury-arc-valvess 
The supremacy of this valve was established because of its high 
ratio of hold-on-voltage to conducting voltages and the ease of its 
gTid control. But on the other hands the cost of the valve which 
is about 25% cr the whole converter statior and the greater space 
required by itdiverted the attention of the designers to investigate 
and improve the working of other more economical alternatives* 
15 The thyristor was found to be a possibility because it could solve 
the problem of space-charge-neutralization without having a vacuum. 
Research continued further trying to increase the hold-on-voltage 
and to devise simpler methods of its control. 
The size of the heavy current mercury-are-valve together with 
its auxiliariesl increases the shunt capacitance to ground, and hence, 
to increase the hold-on-voltage capacity of the valve dividing rings 
are provided. 
14 A similar technique has also been used in the 
construction of high voltage rectifiers by using stringWof series 
connected diodes. These diodes are compensated for reverse leakage 
by resistors* and the voltage unbalance caused by the shunt 
capacitance is controlled by parallel capacitors. Impulse voltage 
distribution across such a network is a hyperbolic function of the 
distribution constant and is expressed as, 
15: 
aa /79 7c s 
vhere aa Distribution constant 
Cg = Total shunt capacitance to ground 
andq Cs a Total Series capacitance 
3 CY 
The smaller the value of distribution-constant the more 
uniform will be the voltage distribution. A typical circuit 
arrangenent for each thyristor is shown in Fig, 3-4, A shunting 
resistance P2 is incorporated across each thyristor to avoid the 
unbalancing of the steady state voltage distribution caused by the 
leakage current* 'A shunting capacitor is included in the circuit 
with a small resistance P 3' which controls 
the build-up of reverse 
voltage across any one unit until such a time that all units are 
blocked. A saturating reactor controls the rate of rise of current 
at the time of discharge until the load current flows. Many practical 
design approaches have been made to control the series-connected 
thyristor having regard for its inherent characteristics of quick 
recovery time and freedom from are-backs. 
The advantaCes of a thyristor converter station are: 
(a) A freedom from arc-backs in thyristors reduces 
transformer size and minimises service interruptions* 
(b) Compact size and out-door installations of the 
station reduce the size of the building. 
(c) There in less radio interference* 
(d) There is improved accuracy of commutation control. 
(e) There in no warming up time. 
(f) Rate of change of load is limited only by system 
characteristics. 
and, (g) There is perfect flexibility in voltage and rating* 
The cornparison of projected costs of an bov. d. c. terminal 
using mercury-arc-valves and thyristors-in-series is shown in a 
tabular form 
15: 
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Ttem Mercurv-Arc-Valve Thyristor 
Projected cost Turnkey 
(5 years) $ 20 per Kv $ 16 per Kw 
Projected Efficiency 
(5 years) 98.10% 98.50% 
Terminal Space Required 100.00% 20.00% 
Maintenance and operation 
cost $ 1,2 per Kw $ 0.4 per Kv 
Evaluated cost 
(9 years projection) $22.20 per Kw $17.0 per Kw. 
Evaluated cost 
(10 years projection) k? 2.20 per Kv $15.40 per Kv 
The feasibility of using thyristors in series for the h, v, d, c, 
system has been establishedg but it will take time to use it on a 
commercial basis-, this will then revolutionisethe h. v. d. c. technology. 
3-3-1 Valve Connections 
The following three different ways of arranging the valves in 
groups are shown in Figs. 3-5t 
(a)- 3-phase bridge connection. 
(b) Double-star interphase transformers connection, 
and, (c) 6--phase diametral connections. 
The comparison of different arrangements is given in a tabular 
forml6: 
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PARAMETERS ARRANG34ENT 
3-phase bridge Double Star 
6-phase 
diametral 
Transformer Secondary 
volts (r. m. s. ) o. 427 Vd 0.855 Vd 0.741 Vd 
Peak Inverse Voltage 1. o45 Vd 2.09 Vd 2.09 Vd 
Average Value Current 0.330 Ide o. 167 Idc o. 167 Idc 
Transformer Secondary 
rating l. o47 P dc 1.48.1 P dc 
1A14 P 
dc 
Transformer Primary 
rating 1. o47 Pdc 1.047 Pdc 1.283 Pdc 
Ripple Factor m4o4 o. o4o4 m4o4 
Peak Valve Current 0.5 Idc Idc I dc 
where V d* Idc and Pdc are the direct voltage. current and power 
respectively. 
Comparing bridge and diametral, connections, the latter has 
comparatively large primary and secondary transformer ratings and 
twice the peak inverse voltage for the same peak value of the current. 
Therefore,, bridge connections are preferred. 
Comparing the bridge connections with the interphase double- 
star, the transfomer-secondary-utilization for the latter is 
poor 
16 
though the primary-rating is the same for both, The valve 
with a double star connected group has to withstand twice the peak- 
inverse-voltage, but it only carries half the current as compared 
to the bridge connected group. HiCh stresses are not desirable, 
and thus, bridge connections are preferred. 
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3-3ý2 Bridge Connections 
In Fig, 3-5-laq a 6-pulse double-way converter circuit is 
shown, Two valves are connected with each phase of the secondary 
winding of the transformer (the anode of the upper valve and the 
cathode of the lower). Thus, when the phase voltage is positive 
with respect to its cathodeg the direct current flows out of the 
phase concerned through the upper valve, Similarly, when the 
phase voltage is negative the direct current flows into the phase 
winding. 
In Fig. 3-5-Igs the voltages for the 3-phases are shown and 
the d. c. output is indicated with a thick line. From Fig, 3-5-lhg 
the presence of the sixth harmonic is quite apparent. Each valve 
carries the full value of direct current for 1200 . and there are 
always two valves conducting in series. 
The complex cycle of direct current can be explained by 
considering any starting point in Fig. 3-5-1g9 say A: 
At "A" current flows from phase "E't - valve I- lo&d - valve 6 ph, Y 
At "C" it It It if flPff - It 1- It . of 2 ph, B 
At I'D" it it it it Ityll - it 3- It - It 2 ph, B 
At "E" It it it it IT! - 3- 4 ph, R 
At 'IF" is It it "B" - 5- It 4 ph*R 
At "G" It It It "B" - 5- " 6 ph. Y 
In this case the delay angle is taken to be zerog ioes, the firing of 
the valve starts Vithout any delay., The are drop and the angle of 
overlap are also neglected, 
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In Fig. 3-6, the effects of the different delay angles on 
the direct voltage with respect to neutral are shown in phase and 
magnitude. For values of the delay angle up to 9009 rectification 
of the converter takes placeg i, e, g the converter behaves as a 
d. ce power source and the current flows in the direction of the 
voltage rise. When the delay becomes equal to 90 00 the average 
output voltage is zero. If the delay angle is further increased, 
beyond 9609 there is reversal of the voltage polarity indicating 
inversion of the converterg i. e. jit is acting as a d. c. load with 
a current flowing in opposition to the voltage rise. 
These bridge units can be connected in series to iDcrease 
22 the capacity of the system Connections are made by earthing 
the bottom unit or by earthing the centre point to obtain a positive 
and a negative voltage vith respect to earth* Bridge units can 
also be connected in parallel through an interphase transformerp 
but it is not favoured due to the problem of ensuring the equal 
distribution of the current, 
Every bridge unit has its own transformer and by-passý valve, 
though there is a possibility of connecting two units by using a 
transformer having two secondaries and one primarys 
3-3-3 Commutation 
In the bridge shovn in Fig. 3-5-19 the top valves 19395 
and bottom ones 204.6 are connected in pairs with the 3-phases of 
the transfo=ere In Figs 3-7t if the voltage "eb" of phase "Y" 
connected with valve 3l becomes higher than the voltage 'le a" 
of 
p 
the phase "R" connected with valve 1. the current starts flowing 
from valve 1 to 3. The current from the outgoing valve 19 changes 
from T to zero and the current-from valve 3, changes from zero to de 
I de, but these changes take some definite time owing to the 
commutation reactance. For afi instant bolh the valves conduct 
simultaneously, and thus short-circuit their respective phases* 
This process is known as commutation and the period of delay is 
called the angle-of-overlap or the angle-of-commutation, Similarlys 
the commutation of lower valves takes place when the voltage of 
the incoming valve is more negative than that of the outgoing one. 
As shovn in Fig. 3-7. the commutation takes place only vhen 
the firing angle is less than 180 0. and after this point the voltage 
"e 
a" 
becomes negative stopping the commutation of the valves. 
But, if the range of the firing angle is increased by any external 
means, the efficiency of the system can be improved. Different 
methods are under investigation-to increase the firing angle of the 
converter, e. r,. -W 
by reversing the valve-to-valve voltage during 
the coiroutation 
23 
; 
and, (b) by connecting series capacitors in the secondary 
of the converter trqnsformer. 
ph 
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Dut, so far none of these methods has been commercially applied. 
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3-3-4 Commutation oncilistion 
When the self and earth capacitances of the transformer$ 
converter and the d. c. line combine with the inductances in 
the different parts of the systemg an oscillatory circuit is formed, 
Sog whenever the converter voltage rises suddenly during the 
commute, tion, oscillations are set up which are known as co=utation 
25 oscillations 
In case of an uncontrolled converter# i, e. lwhen there is 
only self and earth capacitance in the system, inherited co=utation 
oscillations start at the end of a-c=, utation overlap, These 
oscillations are principally voltage oscillations while the associate 
current oscillations are quite insignificant. In the case of 
controlled converters an additional jump, which is quite apparent 
both in the voltage and in the current oscillationsg is produced 
I at the start of the commutation due to external circuit elements 
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3-4 CONWRTER PARAMETPRS 
To establish the relations between the asco and d, c, parameters 
of the converter$ the following assumptions are made: 
(a) The load on the d. c. side has infinite inductance 
to keep the Aece output constant. 
(b) The a. c*. bus-bar impedance is zero, ioeo,. the aece 
systen has infinite capacity, 
and,, (c) The are drop of the valveg magnetising current, and 
the resistance of the transformer are negligible. 
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3-4-3. Rectification 
The following expressions are used to establish the 
relationship between a. c. and 4. c, parameters, when the converter 
is operating as a rectifiero i. e, ýwhen the delay angle is less than 
90 o 16 
Vd= 3/2/w . Vs * Cosa -I dc * 3iA)L/H (3.2) 
dc 0' V, /(Y'P..; wL) (Cosa - Coo (a + (3-3) 
andq Cosý a 1/2 (Cosa + Cos (a + y)) (3.4) 
The rectifier equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 3-8. 
3-4-2 Invarqionl7 
When the delay angle of the valve is increased beyond 60 09 
the negative voltage is quite pronounced. If the load on the 
rectifier is purely resistiveg the conduction will be intermittant 
because the current cannot flow in the negative direction through the 
valve, But due to the presence of a large reactor in the lineg the 
resultant of the positive and negative voltac: e output is continuously 
.. e 
given out. When the delay angle is 90 
09 the resultant d. c. output is 
zero, Beyond this angles theoretically the resultant ouput becomes 
negative, but in practice it remains zero as the current cannot pass 
through the valve from cathode to anode,, If at this stagev the d. cq 
voltage vhich is larger than the negative resultant voltage is 
applied, it vill force the current to flow from anode to cathode in 
opposition to the induced e. m9fq of the secondary of the transformer 
and the power will flow frcm the dc. to the a. c. system. Henceg 
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the converter will now be acting as an invertoro Fig, 3-99 shows 
the inversion operation of the converter. 
The commutation cannot be delayed beyond "A" because after 
this point the voltage of phase "R" becomes negative with respect 
to that of phase "Y". 
18 In factq margins for commutation and 
de-ionization are to be keptq otherwise the firing of the previous 
valve will start again. The angles used in the inversion process 
are co-related by the following expressions: 
180 
or 8a 
va .. 
All the parameters of the invertor can be calculated as in 
the case of the rectifier. Alternativelyg the equations nay be 
obtained by putting, a-w-8 and y-8-6 in the rectifier 
equations ast 
(3-5) 
(3-6) 
Vd= 3/2/11 - VR e Cos$ + Ide * 3wL/11 
(3-7) 
Vda 3/2/9 - VR - Cos6o - ldc , 3wL/n 
(3-8) 
and, I dc mvR 
/(/2. wL). (Cosdo - Cosa) (3-9) 
The equivalent circuit of the invertor is shown in Fig. 3-10. 
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3-5 CONVr,, T? rFR TRANSFOMERS AND PTACTANCES 
3-5-1 Operations of Converterd 
When a large power is to be transmitted through the doce linkq 
three separate units of single-phase transformers are used to 
obtain a 6-pulse operation of the converters, This operation 
produces a large n=ber of harmonics which necessitates the use of 
harmonic filters. Therefore, to reduce the harmonics and 
consequently the cost of the filtersq two bridges for each d. c 
pole are usedg where each bridge has its own transformer. The 
secondary windings of these transformers are displaced by coxinecting 
one in delta and the other in star as shown in Fir. 3-11. A 12- 
pulse operation is thus obtained with comparatively fewer harmonics 
than in the previous case of a 6-pulse operation. A 24-pulse 
operation is alsopossible but so far it has not been commercially 
used. 
3-5-2 Commutation Peactnnce 19 
The effect of commutationg as discussed in Sec. 3-3-4, appears 
as a resistance on the d. c line and results in a voltage drop without 
loss of power. ' This equivalent resistance is mainly due to the 
reactance in the windings of the converter transformerg and is known 
as commutation reactance* 
Commutation reactanceg in addition to effecting the regulation 
of the dec lineg controls the rate of change of current at the end 
of each valve conduction period of the converter, A low value of 
rate of change of current results in a poor displacement factor and 
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increases the reactive-power-demand, On the other handq a too 
high value of rate of ch'ange of current may lead to an unacceptable 
rate of arc-backs. 
Generallyq the rate of change of current is specified by the 
manufacturer of the valve, and the inductance in the windings of 
the converter transformer is designed according to the requirements 
of the different systems. For exampleg if the regulation of the 
transmission line is the main criterion of desigag then the 
inductance of the windings should be as low as possible but consistent 
with the given rate of change of currents If the converter is to 
be connected to an a*c, source of high fault level* then it may be 
I 
necessary to have a high reactance in order to restrict the arc- 
backs to the specified limitse 
20, 
3-5-3 Winding Pntinp ipf -Converter 
Transformpr 
The windings on the valve side of converter transformers are 
under strain due to the d, c, as well as to the normal asco voltaCes, 
Thus, the design of the converter transformer slightly differs from 
that of the ordinary power transformers In this casep its 
secondary winding is ýlways on a separate core and its rating is 
calculated as below: 
(a) Approximate expression: 
MVA = 3.1., 'IV 
als oIaI dc , 2/3 
hence MVA 21 dc *Vd 
where T alternating current of the valve winding 
Of the transformer 
MVA m rating of the valve winding of the 
tranafnrmer 
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KV m No-load valve winding voltage 
of the transfomer. 
(b) Accurate expression: 
21 
MVA PP+ Q2 '+ E(VA)2 
where MVA - Rating of the valve windine of the 
transformer., 
P- Pated power of the converter. 
Q- Reactive denand of the converter at 
fundamental frequencys when delivering 
the rated. power "P". 
and, E(VA)2= The aum of the square of the "VA" demand 
(3-11) 
at the various harmonic frequencies. 
3-5-4 TaD Chpnrer 
When the converter is not directly connected to the generator, 
the terminal voltage of the converter station is controlled by the 
tap. -changer to keep the direct voltage within the limits for a fixed 
delay angle, 
3-5-5 Smoothing Renctance 
In case of a fault on the aoco side of the invertorg the 
converter voltage falls and causes a heavy current to flow in the 
linef, which reduces the co=utation angle to such an extent as to 
cause blocking of the invertor valves, Therefores heavy reactors 
are to be provided one on each side of the deco linesq and these 
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are known as smoothing-reactances, Thus,, the time constant of 
the line increases and delays any change in the flow of the current,, 
whilst in the meantime the control of the invertor comes into 
operation so avoiding the blocking of the valves, Similarlyg 
the blocking of the rectifier valves is checkedwhen a heavy current 
tends to flow because of the fault in the d. c. line. 
3-6 REACTTVF PMER BEQUTEF14ENT - HARMONTrs 
AND RADTO TUTERFFRENCE 
3ý-6-1 Reactive Power PequircynentR 
The reactive power is consumed in both the conversion operations; 
butp during inversion the active power is transmitted by the 
converter while during rectification the active power is taken from 
the a. c source, On normal loadq the reactive power demand of the 
invertor goes up to 50-60% of the active power delivered 
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which 
sometimes exceeds the rating of the generatorsq even if the reactive 
power Cenerated by the harmonic filters is taken into consideration. 
Thereforeq in such like cases an external source of reactive power 
becomes essential* 
The choice of the reactive power source depends upon the 
functions of the converter statione, for examplet 
(a) If a d. c line is linking two larre a. c system99 and 
the generators on both'sides together with their 
respective filter banks are capable of supplying and 
absorbing the reactive power at heavy loads and light 
loads respectively,, the external source of reactive 
power can be discarded* Otberwiseg either synchronous 
k 
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or static oompensatýors are used to supplement 
the reactive power demand of the converters* 
(b) If the d. c line is the only source of electric 
supply or is connected with a weak a. c system, 
then only synchronous compensators are wed. 
Synchronous Condensers 
When a dec line connects a veak a. ce system or is the only 
source of supplyq synchronous compensators are used to supplement 
the reactive power demand of the converters* In the latter caseq 
the synchronous compensators also supply the a. c. power which is 
essential for the valve commutation of the invertorsq vhilst in 
the former case, they improve the voltage regulation of the a. c. 
system. 
For a practical example the synchronous compensators installed 
at Haywards sub-station can be considered? 
a 
They are specified 
.V 
with 50 WAR at 5 MVAR at zero p. f, (leading)q so that togetýe 
per pole provided by the filter banks$ these compensators can feed 
the power from the invertor station to the a. ce system at unity p, f, 
The sub-transient reactance of the synchronous compensator is less 
than 16.2%. 
The magnitudes of the various harmonic currents as a percentage 
of 50 copes* rated current are given as: 
No. of 
Harmonic 5th 7th 11th 13th 17th 19th 23rd 25th 29th 31st 35th 37th 
Percentage 
of the 
rated cur- 13.0 9.2 5-9 5.2 4.0 3.4 3*0 2.6 2.4 2.2 1.8 1.6 
rent at 
50 C-P-s- 
50 
Static Condensers 
For a long timeg the reactive power supply supporting the 
existing power system has been obtained from synchronous compensatorst 
but now there are good prospects of their place being taken by 
static condensers. 
Around 19370 experiments were made at the Laboratories of 
Siemeng Schuckertvert A, G,, Berlin and Seimstadt9and it was 
in 
established that. A definite improvement/system stability is obtained 
by the use of saturated reactors2gp but it is only now that the 
real cause of this phenomenon has been explained. It has been 
found that the stability is due to there being different flux 
shapes in the saturated core from which the control over the reactive 
power was derivede 
Static condensers, which are used to supply the reactive 
power to the converters$ consist of fixed capacitors connected in 
parallel with a saturable reactor fed from a transformer, In 
Fig. 3-12* a schematic diagram of a reactor of this type (Quinn 
reactor) is shown. This reactor is used in conjunction with 
capacitors and provides the reactive power demande 
A comparison of synchronous and static compensators is given 
belowl 
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ITEMS 
1, Capital Investment 
2, Maintenance cost 
Starting-up 
conditions 
Operating Gear 
5. Moving part Near 
and tear) 
6. Improvement in the 
stability of the 
system 
SYNCH, -COMPQ 
Comparatively high 
difficult 
Complicated 
Yes 
Comparatively less 
STATIC COMP. 
LOW 
Easy 
No operating gear 
No moving parts 
More 
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The drawback of static compensators is that they cannot be 
used to supplement the power of the invertor station connected 
with a weak a. c system. 
3-6-2 HRrmonic Filters 
During the conversion operationg phase displaced bridges 
produce a substantial number of harmonicsq for example,, a 6-pulse 
bridge gives the harmonics of the order (6n + 1)31 . where 
"n" is 
an integer; and similarly vhen two"'Griages are phase displaced 
to give a 12-pulse operation the harmonics are of the order 
(12n + 1) . 
To avoid the injurious effects of the harmonics entering 
into the ftec systemg they are filtered at the converter terminal, 
The most adequate method of eliminating the harmonics is to 
connect a filter bank in shunt with the Roc system, thus providing 
a low impedence path for the harnonic currents, 
There are two types of fixed-tune filters which are generally 
shunt connected to the h. v*d. c systemp namely$ 
3P high-Q series 
resonant filterag and damped low-path filters, Series blocking 
filters are generally avoided because: 
(a) They increase the commutation reactance, and thus 
the regulation of the d#c linee 
and# (b) The cost of the componentsofor full line insulation 
and line current ratingis very high, 
In the harmonic filters, provision is to be made for harmonics 
of the order 5-25* Thus,, eight series resonant arms are required 
where each arm, as shown in Fig-3-134 is tuned to a separate 
5 "; 
harmonic frequency. Alternatively, one damped low-pass am 
shown in Fig, 3-13b which covers the entire frequency spectrumg 
is used, Both of these alternatives mentioned above are 
econcmically not feasible. Hence. in a practical scheme either 
a reduced number of series arms, up to a maximum of six* or a 
combination of series arms for lower harmonicr and a damped 
am for the higher frequencies are used. 
The compound-series-resonant filters, as shown in Fig. 3-13cp 
can also be used to filter the harmonicso These filters are 
compact and use less space, but their tuning is comparatively 
difPleult. Self-tuned filters are also used in the h. vedece 
system33 9 and they are comparatively less expensive when used 
for the converters of high ratingse It should however be noteds 
that where both frequency and temperature variations are small or 
where high reactive power generation at fundamental frequency is 
requiredg fixed-tuned filters are still preferred, 
3-6-3 Radio Interference 
Radio interference must be taken into consideration while 
desiGning the terminal station of the h, v, d, ce ayatemo Though 
radio interference can easily be eliminated by using inexpensive 
means at the converter end$ it is still advisable to provide 
the valve room with metallic screened walls. 
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3-7 CONTROL AND PROTECTTON 
The real strength of the h, v, deco power system lies in its 
quick-control without needing the help of massive and expensive 
circuit breakers and other conventional control equipments used in 
the a. c system. This saving off-sets the high cost of the terminal 
station to some extent, 
As a whole there are three means of control in a converter 
station$ namelyq through the converter delay angle, through the 
on-load tap-changer and through the A, V. R, (automatic voltage 
regulator)* The delay angle can be varied to realize the control 
in a few cycles* and this has made the h. vd*c. system more stable 
especially during the transient disturbance. The other two controls 
have a secondary importance for the h. v. d. c. system. An A. V. R. 
on the a, c generator acts within a time of the order of one second, 
and the on-loarl tap-changer takes several seconds to change each 
tap of the traniiformerl, although each tap represents a voltage change 
of 2'190,, However$ if the on-load tap-changer is used in conjunction 
with the converter transformerg it comes into action when the delay 
angle is at its extreme limits. 
3-7-1 Convoarter T)elFiy Anrle ControIR34 
In the convertersq by varying the delay angle while keeping 
the a. c voltage fixedg the d. c voltage can be varied from zero to 
the value which corresponds to zero-phase delay in the grid. This 
unique characteristic of converters has been utilised in the 
applications of all types of delay angle controls. 
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Cons t ant- Current (C-C) Control 
In this case, the crid control is so arranged that the voltage 
of the converter is continuous3, v matching with the counter esm. f. 
of the converter on the other end)thus pushing a constant value 
of the current through the d*c lines But, if at any instant the 
maximum limit of the d. c voltage is exceeded and the converter 
voltage does not match with the counter e, m, f, the value of the 
current drops to zero unless C-C control is applied on the other 
convertero Hence,, C-C controls on both rectifier and invertor 
are essential$ though the invertor C-C control operates only when 
the rectifier voltoZe is not sufficient to push the required amount 
of current through the line. The settine of the invertor C-C 
control is always kept somewhat lower than that of the rectifierg 
the difference being called the current-margino 
- 
le (r. r,. A, ) Control ConstFint Vxtinction Anry 
In this case, the grid control is so arranged that the 
converter has a sufficiently laree margin of commutation, From 
the safety consideration the larger the angle the safer it isq 
but from the point of views of maximum utilization of the converter 
and the minimum demand of reactive power$ it is desirable to keep 
the angle of advance to a minimum, Henceq the most desirable mode 
of operation is that which adjusts the angle of advance in such a 
way that the extinction angle always remains constant at a value 
slightly higher than the angle of deionizations This mode of 
control is known as Constant-Extinction-Angle Control. 
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In the normal operation3the rectifier and invertor are on 
C-C and C. F. A. controls respectively, butg-when the rectifier 
voltage falls below a certain level and the C-C control is on the 
invertor side, the inverter in its efforts to reduce the current 
margin tends to raise the voltage unless it is controlled by the 
C, E. A. control on the rectifier side. 
From the above discussion,, it has been concluded that for the 
successful operation of the h. vod. co system both the rectifier 
and invertor must be equipped with C-C and C. E. A. controls each. 
In this particular casel, if the voltage supplied by the rectifier 
drops due to some transient disturbancel, the C-C control of the 
invertor intervenes and lovers its ovn voltage to such an extent 
that the current corresponding to its current-setting continues 
flowing. Hence, the power drops only by an amount that corresponds 
to the current-margin and initial voltage drope But in the meantime, 
the on-load tap-changer on the rectifier transformer operates and 
eliminates any lasting deficiency in the d. c voltage of the 
rectifierg and the normal operation of the invertor resumes. 
Power Control 
Although C-C control as discussed above offers many featuress 
it does not provide a direct means of regulating the power. flow of 
d. c system* To realize a simple type of power ýontrol the C-C 
control in modifiedl, the fixed current-setting being replaced by 
a current-setting vhich is continuously being calculated by 
dividing the reference power by the actual rectifier voltage. 
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Frequency Control 
If the frequency of the h. v. d. c. system is to be maintained 
constant at either end, the current-setting is obtained from an 
automatic frequency discriminator. 
3-T-2 Faults and Protection of the h. v. d. c. -System 
- htnini-, 
Fst"Its duf- to Lin* 
Though the hvedeco transmission line is properly protected 
by lightning arrestors and ground wiresq etc. 9 as in the aoc lineg 
the flashovers due to lightning still cannot be overruled. 
The follov-current in the flashoverg in the case of an a. c 
transmission line, is several times the normal value of the current 
(depending upon the short-circuit capacity of the system). But on 
the other hand$ in the case of the h. vedoce line the follow-current 
in the flashover does not exceed the value of the current margin 
of the C-C controls. Henceg the outage due to the flashover 
in the h. v. dec. system is considerably shorter than in the case of 
the a. c system in a similar situationo At the instant of flashover,, 
the h. vod. c. line is momentarily de-energized by automatically 
resetting the grid control of the rectifier into invertor operation. 
Interior FRults 
It is a peculiarity of the converters that their valves are 
exposed to occasional interior short circuits, These transient 
faults and the are-backs in the valves$ form a short circuit on the 
a, c side which has to be cleared by the grid blocking of all six 
valves of the affected converters. The blocking is so quick that 
'I . 
the short circuit lasts for only one-half cycle)and between 0.5 - 
0,7 see, normal operation is resumed. 
35 During the blocking period, 
the line current is transferred to the by-pass valve in order that 
the other converters of the pole can operate steadily* 
The design of the valve is so co-ordinated with the parameters 
of the circuit that they can stand the are-back current without 
any damage. 
Comnutation railure 
The commutation failure of the converter is caused either 
by a disturbance in the voltage wave of the asc system or by an 
arc-through in the valve, In both the casesl the commutation 
failure of the invertor causes a short circuit on the d. c side 
and heavy current tends to flow> but due to the high value of 
the time-constant of the d, c line and smoothing reactors, the 
rise in current is delayed allowing the C-C control to come into 
operation. Generally, within a fraction of a second the short 
circuit due to the commutation failure is cleared. 
35 
0 
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FIG. 3-1 MERCURY-ARC-VALVE 
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14 
t- 
5ý 
1-15 
16 
10-t 
1 17 1 
12 13 
I. Anode assembly 10. Cathode (i. z- r, ýury pool) 
2. Anode por-lain 11. Chassis 
3. Voltage divider 12. Outlet 
4. Control pulse input 13. Inlet 
5. Grid bias device 14. Equipment for temperature 
6. Excitation and ignition set 
control of anodes 
7. Tank 
15. Mercury diffusion pump 
8. Excitation anode 
16. Pre-vacuum tank 
9. Ignitor 17. Water 
FIG. 3-2 EXCITATION AND RE-IGNITION CIRCUITS IN A 
HIGH VOLTAGE VALVE 
1. Leakage flux transformer 
2. Semi-conductor valve 
3. Semi-conductor valve 
4. Non-linear resistor 
5. Ignitor 
6 Cathode Excitation 0 . anodes 
7. Non-linear resistor 
_L5 
Ta 
4 
FIG. 3-3 CURRENT DIVIDER CIRCUITS FOR A SIX ANODE VALVE 
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FIG. 3-4 TYPICAL SCHEMATIC FOR A 
Ll 
SERIES CONNECTOR THYRISTOR 
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FIG. 3-5-1 BRIDGE CONNECTION 
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FIG. 3-5-2 DOUBLE STAR INTERPHASE TRANSFORMER COýsINECTION 
A 
FIG. 3-5-3 6-PHASE DIAMETRAL CONNECTION 
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FIG. 3-6 EFFECT OF VARIOUS DELAY ANGLES 
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FIG. 3-7 COMMUTATION 
FIG. 3-8 RECTIFIER EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 
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FIG. 3-9 INVERTtR OPERATION 
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FIG. 3-12 GUIN-REACTOR SCHEME FOR 
HARMONIC STABILITY AT LOW IRON LOSS 
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FIG. 3-13 TYPES OF FILTER BRANCH 
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4-1 REGULATION CHARACTFRISTTC. 9 OF CONVFTrITRS 
4-1-1 Equivalent Circuit for One Terminal 
The basic unit of an h. v. d. c. system is the G-pulse bridgeg 
and in the terminal stations one or more than one pair of these 
bridges are connected in parallel on the a-c- side and in series 
an the d. c. side. On the a. c. side different arrangements of the 
circuits are used according to the requirements of the installations 
while the individual bridges of each pair are phase displaced to 
give a 12-pulse operation. The equivalent circuit for one terminal 
is shown in Fig. 4-1. The circuit is equivalent with respect to 
the fundamental components on the a. c. sideg but on the d. c. side 
two assumptions are to be made: 
(a) All 6-phase bridges are identical except for 
0 their phase displacement. 
and, (b) Each bridge commutates independently. 
4-1-2 Converter Functional r-3uritiens 
In the process of commutationg reactances "x, ". "x 
v"9 
"X 
t" 
and "x " as shown in Fig. 4-1 take part, vhile the total commutation 
Ia 
reactance "x c" 
can be calculated depending upon the circuitry 
arrangement on the a. c. side of the bridge* For exampleg if a 
synchronous compensator is connected with the tertiary winding of 
the converter transformer then 
xcZaxt)x Vea +xt+x t) 
7 
and in the two-winding transformers: 
(4-2) 
In Fig-. 4-2, an equivalent circuit is shown which forms the 
bases of converter calculations. The converter has been represented 
by the commutation voltage "e C" 
behind the co=utation reactance 
"X 
C 
", and a node has been introduced to represent the star point 
of the corýverter transformer. The a. c. voltage and the current 
are calculated at this node., and these values give the starting point 
to find the details on the L. H. S. of the star points 
To express the performance equations in p. u.,, a. c. and d. c. 
quantities axe referred to the rated MVA capacity of the transformers 
as a power base with the supply line-to-line voltage as unit voltage. 
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Transformer connections and converters are arranged in such a way that 
with a fixed a. c. bus voltage the no-load rectifier output voltage 
is equal to, the normal voltage of the d. c. line. The commutation 
voltage "e c" 
is taken as a reference vector and other variables are 
calculated as: 
The average d. c. output voltage in p. u. is expressed as: 
vda ec o coso - n/6 . xc o idc 
(4-3) 
On the a. c. side of the converterg the cosine of the angle 
between the bus voltage and the fundamental phase current is 
approximated as: 
COS 4= 112 {coýo + COS (a + Y)l (4-4) 
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or 
Cos 0=vdA (4-5) 
I 
Direct axis component of the current on the a. c. side of the 
converter is given as: 
dc 
X Cos (4-6) 
The current on the a. c. side of the converter is approximated 
as 
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: 
iv ai dc 
(4-7) 
Quad-axis component of the current "i v" 
is calculated as: 
/(ji 
12 2 
qM_ 
fi 
P 
(4-8) 
As the quad-axis component of "e C" 
is zero, the reactive power 
component of the converter is expressed as: 
Qdc 22 'ýc xiq (4-9) 
From Equations 4-3 to 4-9, the voltage and current components at the 
P., 
star point "Y" are calculated. ' when co=utating voltage "ec" , delay 
angle "a" and the direct current 'T dc 
" are knovn. The remainder 
of the calculationson the L. H. S. of "Y" in Fig. 4-1,, are in terms of 
fundamental components of voltage and current. 
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4-1-3 Reactive Power of Synchronous-Compemintor 
If synchronous compensators are connected with the tertiary 
windings of the convertor transformersq as shown in Fie. 4-1. then 
the reactive powe*r "qy". supplied at the star point is also taken 
into considerationg and can be calculated as: 
qt = c17 + ((Iy/v yf. Xt 
and, 
CL Vy 
2 /2xt 2_ 
ýr x 
(+ /1 + 4x tx qt/v y 
1) (4-10) 
vhere voltage "y " at the star point is expressed as: y 
V=7jXc-x 
ycvv 
If the reactive power component of the synchronous compensators 
qt" is not known it is calculated from the following set of equationsg 
reference Fig. 4-1. as: 
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no{"; + iox (1 y1v It 
Vt MvY+j. xt aIt 
j qt = it -vt 
or* jeqt A. B +VB. C +VI *A. D + V, *V,. C, D. (4-12) 
where A+ jov v YIX 
B+j, x al +V Oxt/x ytvy 
c l/ (j*nox 
and, D -x t 
/n. xl 
or, j'qt = A-P + vr , B, C(cosO josinr2)+ vrA. D(cosO- + isinO) 
+v2C. D (4-13 
r 
, where 
vx (coso +j sinO) 
andq vr= Magnitude of the bus-bar voltage. 
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or 
i. qt m A. B +vr. B. C (, 
71--x2-j 
x) +v r* 
Aj (, 
fl 
x2+j. x) 
+ v2, C. D (4-14) r 
vhere 
x- sino 
-2 
. x cose 
To find "G",, the real part of Equation 4-14 is equated to 
zero as: 
(qt)R = (A. B)P +vr2 (C. D)R +vr 
/1 
x2 ((B. C)R + (A. D)R) 
+vr"x. {(B. C)l - (A. D) I) a0 (4-15) 
or 
/- 
a. x + V 
2 
b1x+0=0 (4-16) 
where aa v ((B. C)I - (A, D)II 
b= ((B. C)R + (A. D)R) v r 
and,, c= 
2 (C, D)R + (A, B)R v f r 
The quadratic Eqn. 4-16. is solved for "x"t 
x 
/2 2222 
a 
F- 
(-a +bC+ b )/ (b +a (4-17) % 
and* 0 arc sin x 
where 0 the argunent of '47 1" such 
ihat the real 
part of the Eqn. 4-14 is zero. 
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The smaller absolute value of "x" is substituted in Eqn. 4-14 
to find the value of 'tqt 
4-1-4 Harmonic Filter Banks 
The main function of harmonic filters is to reduce the harmonic 
currentsq consequentlY reducing the mutual interaction of Iýridges; 
but these filters also prevent the asce network on their L. H. S. from 
i 
taking part in ca=utation, and thus the reactive power demand of the 
converters reduces. In addition to tbis, q1ters generate reactive 
pover 'which is calculated on the assumptions that the voltage across 
the filters contains, no hamonicsi, and ýhey behave ah pure capacitances 
at system frequency. 
Referring to Fig. 4-19 the susceptance "S" of the filter bank is 
given as: % 
S Ratinp of the Filter Bank 
ih MVAR 
Base MVA 
System current is given as: 
-- 
. 
11+j. S. v'1 (-19) 8 
Voltage behind the system reactshce lix s" is expressed as: 
9 12, jxs 01 (4-20) s 
4-1-5 Digital Computer Programe 
For the analysis of the converter station, the required circuit 
data and the loading conditions are given in Table 4-1. Generally, 
in the load data the power transmitted by the rectifier station, the 
0 
direct voltage and the delay angle are given on the d. c. side, 
and either the supply voltage or the voltare at the primary 
bus-bar of the converter transformer is specified on the a. c. side. 
In the latter case, the supply voltage can be computed and is kept 
constant for further analysis at different loading conditions of 
the converter station. The flow diagram for the digital computer 
is given in Fig. 4-3, and the verbatim of the progra=, ie is given 
in Appendix 
Me digital programme established by the author is quite 
versatile and has the following special features: 
1. It can be used for both rectification and inversicm 
operations of the converter. 
P. Provision of sync1hronous compensator, if the converter 
station is equipped with them, is provided within the 
progra-me . 
3. Tap changing routine can be incorporated in the programme 
if required. 
4. The programme gives the results in both p. u and as 
actual values if required. 
4-3. -6 Studn of Mnracteristies 
. 
For the study of converter characteristics, a hypothetical 
h. v. d. c. system is considered in which an a. c. system at 23r)-KV 
is aschronously connected to another a. co system by a 500-KV I-c. 
link. The total rated capacity of the converter transformers, 
I 
on each side, is 1000-JAVA. Both converter stations consist of 
six 6-pulse bridges,, each connected in parallel on the a. c. side 
4 
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and in series on the d. c. side. Filter banks or 210-MVA capacity 
are connected vith the a. c. bus-batsp oný at each end. Other 
parameters of the h. v. d. c. syntem are given in Table 4-1. 
Three sets of studies are made: 
(v a) ýto observe the converter d. c. voltage,, power, displacement 
angle and the reactive power demand at various O. c. 
line currents, 
to study the variations in direct current, power 
I delivered and the reactive power demand for various 
delay'angles of the converter, 
mnd, (c) to study the working current and voltage of the d. c. 
system. 
Cas e( FO 
The converter is simulated 
as a rectifier vithOut any external source of 
reactive paver, 
(i i) as a rectifier with bay-tonic filter-banks, 
and, (Hi) as a rectifier having the synchronous conpensator 
cornected to the tertiary windings of the convert, -r 
transforrier in addition to the -f'ilter banks. 
direct current in YRried fron 0 to I alfho, irrl t. ', - normal 
c, irrent is I-r, rol.. and the corputer rpsiilts arp Praphiepily 
thp 
531)nwn in Firs. And h-4. Fron the rpsults/follovir, - 
O-ervations are ma('. P: 
1. '14her nn exto-rnal r-activo- power sol)rce is uqp(l, Vip 
requirerl -i. e. ý,; jj-n-njy vf)ltage 
for the normal oTý, -rAtion 
is 1.1,1 T,., u 7; -, res , comnnrat, -v"ly poor vnItR(, f- 
w 
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regulation on the a. c. side of the converter station. 
The regulation is improved when the filter-banks are 
used, and in this case the required supply voltage 
is 1.3056 p. u. The regulation is the best when 
synchronous compensators are used which reduce the 
required supply voltage to 1.024 p. u. 
2. The filter banks and synchronous compensators reduce 
the reactive power demand on the generators. For 
normal operation, when, no external source of reactive 
power is used, generators supply 1.0 p. u. reactive 
powert whilst demand on the generators reduces to 0.5 
P. u. with the filters, and to 0.07 p-u- when both 
filters and synchronous compensators are used. 
3. Synchronous compensators are capable of absorbing the 
reactive power at 3-irýit-loads and supplying the reactive 
power to the converters at heavy loads. In this study, 
the synchronous c(xTnpensators absorb 0.04 p. u. reactive- 
power when the d. c. line current is 0.1 p. u. and deliver 
0.7 P-u- at the normal current of 1.0 p. p. Thus 
synchronous compensators keep the a. c. bus-bar. voltage 
constant at a pre-set value of 1.1 p. u. 
The reactive power demand of the converters varies 
directly with the load irrespective of the reactive 
power source. In this study, the reactive power demand 
goes up to 0.5 p. u. at normal current in the d. c. line 
in all the three cases. 
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5. The variation in displacement angle from light load 
operation to the normal one is very small, something 
of the order of 0.043 radian in all the three cases. 
Case (b) 
The converter is simulated as a rectifier having a harmonic 
filter-bank on the a. c. side. The delay angle is varied from 00 
to 1860 and various curves are drawn as shown in Fig. 4-7. From 
these results the following observations are made: 0 
1. For the delay angle between 0-90 degrees, rectification 
takes place, i. e. # the converters take the power from 
11 
11 
the a. c. source and the direct current flows away from 
the converters. The magnitudes of d. c. power, voltage 
and current decrease sinusoidally with the increase of 
the delay angle. When the delay angle is between 90 - 
180 degrees, inversion takes place and converters supply 
power to the external a. c. circuit. 
P. Reactive power demand of the converters increazes when 
the delay angle varies from 0- 90 degrees, and then 
starts decreasing when the variation of the delay angle 
is between 90 - 180 degrees - althouGh always remaining 
positive. This shows that the converters absorb re. active 
power for rectification as well as for inversion 
operations. 
so 
Case (c) 
The ccnverter is simulated first as an invertor to find the 
invertor inherent characteristics, and then as a rectifier to find 
the total voltage characteristics of the rectifier including that 
of the d. c. line. The results are graphically shown in Fig. 4-8 
and the following observations are made: 
1. The combined characteristics of the rectifier and d. c. 
line intersects the inherent characteristics of the 
invertor at "A", (current 0.5 p. u; voltage 1.17 P-U; 
power 0.585 p. u) which defines the working point of the 
d. c. line. 
2. If the rectifier is already working on its minimum delay 
aýgle,, for a certain tap position, then the current in 
the d. c. line can only be increased by reducing the 
invertor voltage. 
3. The point "B" (current 0.85 P-u; voltage 0.93 P-U; 
power O. T9 P-u) shows the working point of the d. c. 
line. when synchronous compensators are used on the 
invertor side haying the same normal conditions its in 
case (1). 
4-1-7 Conclusions 
I. If generators have a sufficient capacity of supplying the 
reactive power, only harmonic filter-banks are adequate 
to supplement the reactive power demand of the converters. 
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If the d. c. link is the only source of power or ' 
is connected to a weak a. c. system, the use of synchronous 
compensators becomes essential to supplement the reactive 
power demand of the invertors as well as to maintain the 
voltage regulation of the a. c. system at a required level. 
3. Converters absorb reactive power both in rectification 
and inversion, although they take the active power from 
the a. c. mains during rectification and supply the power 
to the a. c. system during inversion. 
1 
4. The working point of the d. c. line is not well defined, 
and due to this we require some form of controls for 
the effit-ient transmission of power by h. v. d. c. syster. 
4-2 SPITTLATTom nF n. r. LTNT TN A. C. LOAD-FLOW 
4-2-1 Load Flow Studv 
In the load flow study when a d. c. link is a part of the 
system, cenerally we encounter two types-of systen: 
When two large a. c. systems are connected through a 
d. c. transmission line - such as the "Cross Channel 
Scheme" which electrically connects France with England. 
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In such interconnected systems if the load flow study 
of one is required, it is quite adequate to assume the 
constant voltage at the other system throughout the 
study and to ignore its loading conditions. 
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2. When the d. c. transmission line is supplying power 
ýwp 
to an existing weak system or is the only power source - 
such as the "Gotaland Scheme" 
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in which the power 
is being supplied to the island of "Gotaland" from 
the mainland. In such cases. the d. c. transmissicm line 
is the integral part of the system and the loading 
infornation on both sides is essential. 
4-2-2- D. C. Transmission Line 
The line diagram of a d. c. transmission line is shown in Fig. 4-9. 
The windings of the converter transformer take part in the commutation 
action, and hence they are considered with the d. c. system for the 
load flow study. Furthermore, to reduce the size of the immitance 
matrices the harmonic filters are also considered on the d. c. side. 
If the a. c. bus-voltage on both sides are knowng the voltagep current 
and power on the d. c. side together with the active and reactive 
components of the current, and'the power factor on the a. c. sides can 
all be computed as in sec. 4 1. The current components9 thus obtained, 
are represented either by current vectors for the nodal analyses or 
by the corresponding admittance or impedanceg and are incorporated in 
matrices of the system. The author has selected the former method 
for the required calculations of the load flow. 
4-2-3 Converter Charneteristics (vith C. C. and C. E. A. ControliR) 
It has been a3sumedg that both the converters of the h. v. d. c. 
system are equipped with constant current and constant extinction 
. 4%1? 
angle regulators each. Thus the four possible modes of control 
are given below: 
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Relative Position Relative Position 
of the Current of "V *" vith Control on Control on dn. "" No. Settings respect to v Converter A ronverter T3 Operation 
Current setting High C. C. Control C. P. A. A is 
of A is higher Control rectifying 
than that of B i B s 
inverting 
do Low N. V. Control C. C. - do - 
Control 
Current setting High C. E. A. C. C. B is 
of B is higher Control Control rectifying 
than that of A 
A is 
inverting 
do Low C. r. Control N. V. - do - 
Control 
V dn ý 
"Natural-Voltage" characteristicio ie. jwith zero- 
phase delay angle 
The voltage drop due to d. c. line and transformer resistances. is 
either subtracted from the rectifier characteristics or one half added 
on the invertor side and the other half subtracted from the rectifier 
side. The folloving exiz ssions are used to simulate the d. c. link 
characteristics: 
When the converter is on C. E. A. Control 
vd '3 -V - Cos do +i dc 
W6 .xc+ R/ 2+ J/ 2' R t) 
(4-21) 
When the converter is on C. C. Control 
vd= -V . Cos 60+i dc 
0/6 
. xc - R/ 2- 1/ 2 F. t) 
j 
de) (4-22) 
When the converter is on N. V. Control 
de (T16 .xc+ R/ p+ '/ý* It) 
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where R- resistance of the d. c. line. 
Rt = equivalent resistance of the transformer. 
K Gain of the C. C. regulator. 
and, Ir Reference current for the C. C regulator. 
Two of the above equations, based on the mode of control of each 
converter, are selected and are used to calculate the working, voltage 
and current of the d. c. line. 
4-2-4 Transformer On-toatj Tnp-rhAnrer 
The main purpose of the on-load tap-changer is to ensure that 
the rectifier operates on C. C. control and the iqvertor on C. P. A. 
one, so that the reactive power demand should be at its mininum. and 
the system operates at a high p. f. Thus from the power factorg 
which can be obtained from the p. f. relay, the tap position of the 
transformer can be decided. The upper and lower limits of the p. f. 
are fixed quite close to each other to ensure the consistent high 
r. f. operation of the system. If the p. f. of the system falls below 
the lower limit, the tap-changer operates in such a way as to decrease 
the a. c. voltage "V 
s 
", and if the p. f. is higher than the upper limit, 
the tap changer increases "V s 
". 
The percentage variation in voltage due to each tap change should 
be very =11, but on the othcr 'hand it is not desirablc to operate 
a tap-changer too frequentlY. Sog a range of + 10% in 2% steps has 
been taken. 
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The tap-changer can alsobe provided on the invertor 
transformer but its action is opposite, i. e. s it increases the voltage 
IfV 
'R 
" at a low p. f. and decreases it at a high p. f. The d. c. system 
being operated on C. C control, any change in the voltage on the invertor 
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side alters the transmitted power; thus it is preferable to operate 
the tap-changer on the rectifier side,, whilst the tap-changer on the 
invertor side should only come into oferation when the tapping of the 
rectifier transformer is at its extreme positions. 
4-2-5 Current Setting 
A change in current setting is often required to keep the frequency 
a 
or the power of the d, c, link constant* Hence a separate foutinep 
according to thý need of the system, can be incorporated in the main 
progra=e* 
lk 
472-6 DiKital Programme for the d. c. --Link 
I 
From the current settings of the converters the mode of operation 
can be found. Suppose the current setting of "A" is higher than 
that of B9 then the former vill be operating as a rectifier, and the 
1. 
latter as an invertor. Normallyq the invertor operates on C-E-A, 
control and the rectifier on C. C.. control. The current margin "k" 
is kept constantg and this requires the current setting of only one 
convertor whilst that of the other can be calculated as: 
I 
I-I- 
ri r 
The invertor voltage is expressed as: 
ym -V x coss + w/ ixx (4-24) di .p0 de c 
(The voltage drop due to the line resistance has been taken on the 
rectifier side whilst the transformer resistance has been ignored). 
The rectifier voltage is expressed as: 
yý -v x coss +iL- u) + dr 80 de 
(lr 16 *x, 
(4-25) 
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The point of intersection of these two characteristics, expressed 
by Equations 4-24 and 4-25, defines the working point of the d. c. 
line, hence 
v dr = -V di 
(4-26) 
From Equations 4-24,4-25 and 4-26, the current "'dc" of the 
d. c. link is calculated. To verify the validity of the above mode 
of controls, the natural voltage characteristic of the rectifier, 
which is at zero -phase delay angle, is expressed as: 
lz v-i+ B) (4-27) dn s dc 
(" 16 
c -x 
If the absolute value of "v dn 
" is greater than the absolute value of 
" vdi", the above assumption for the controls is correctgothervise 
the rectifier operates on N. V. control and the invertor on C. C. control.. 
The expression for the rectifier on N. V. control is given in Equation 
4-27 vhilst that for the invertor, when operating on C. C. control, 
may be given as: 
v. = -V x Coss +i 
(4-28) 
di R0 dc X w16 * Xc 
+ K, (Irl-'dc) 
where the current setting of the invertor is expressed as: 
I 
ri 01r-k 
(4-29) 
When the d. c. voltage and current are known. the a. c. components 
are calculated as in Sec. 4-1. The load flow diagram for the digital 
progr-me is shown in Fig. 4-10, and the verbatLm of this progra=e 
0 
is given in Appendix (2). 
Main Features of the Programme 
The programme is quite versatile and can be used to Study the 
various aspects of the steady-state operation of the d. c. system, 
such as: 
1) It has the provision to include or exclude the synchronous 
compensators on either side of the d. c. system. If marker " rs " 
is not equal to 1000, the programme will skip over the calculations 
I 
of synchronous compensator; otherwise these calculations will be 
included. 
2) Constant current controls-of the system can be ignored 
by putting the gains or the current regulators equal to zero. Thus 
both the converters start vorking on fixed delay angles. 
The system response, due to the vEriation in aec. voltage on 
either side of the d. c. line, can be studied. If the marker Fl 1j, 
the programme will take the different values of "V R" whilst 
"V 
a" 
will remain constant at a predetermined value throughout the study. 
If Fl is given any other valuet the action will be reversed, i. e., 
various values of "V 8" will 
be taken keeping "V R" constant. 
4) To reverse the direction of power flow, the sign of the 
if current-margin" is changed and this automatically swaps the necessary 
parameters of both the converters for the new study. 
5) The routine for the transformer on-load tap-changer has been 
included in the programme and can be used by putting the value of 
marker F-1. For any other value of "F". the converter transformers 
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operate on fixed taps. 
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4-2-T Studies and Besults 
The following studies are made on an h,, v, d. c, system. The 
data for each study is given in Table 4-2. 
(1) ODeration of the h. v. d. c. System with Fixed W- - Delav Angles of both the Converters 
This study is required to appreciate the effect of C. C controls 
on the operation of the h, vod. c, system, With reference to Fig. 4-9, 
converters "A" and "B" are sýimulated as a rectifier and as an invertor 
respectively. Both the converters are operated at fixed delay angles 
by putting KR and KI equal to zero* V6 is varied from 1*2 to 0.001 
p. ug while VR is kept constant at 1#0 poue 
The digital programme discussed in Sec. 4-2-6 has a special 
subroutine which comes in the loop when. C. C control is not used and 
compares the characteristics of the rectifier and the invertor at 
every interval. Thus, if the characteristic of the rectifier is 
greater than that of invertorl, the programme continues though otherwise 
it terminates. 
The data with the proper values of the markers is punched and 
the above mentioned digital programme is worked out, The relation 
between the a. c. voltage drop and the power delivered by the d. c system 
is graphically shown in Fig* 4-11. 
ODeration of the h, v. d, c, system with C. C and C. E. A. 
Controls - Pover is being transmitted from A to B 
The operation is the same as in caýe (1) except KE and KI are 
-taken as 20 each. The current setting of converter "A" is taken as 
0.75 pou with a current margin "k" of Col pou* The voltage V is 
"( 
varied from 1.2 to 0,0001 p, u while VR is kept at 1*00 pou 
throughout the study. 
The relationships between the voltage drop on the one hand,, 
and current,, power and voltage on the dc. side on the otherg are 
graphically shown in Fig. 4-12. 
(3) 
_Operation of 
the h. v, d. c. sXstem with C. C 
and C. E. A, 
_ 
Controls 
Power is being trommitted 
--from 
B. ýo. A. 
The system is operated as in case (2) except the values of 
"I 
r" and 
"k" are taken as 0.65 and -0.1 p. u respectively; V5 is 
kept constant, vhile VR is varied from 1.2 to 0.001 p. u. The 
results are shown graphicallyg as before, in Fig. 4-13. (These 
values of "I r" and 
"k" are deliberately taken to compare the results 
with those of case (2). ) 
Operation of h. v. d. c. system with C. G 
and C. P. A. Controls 
Power is flowingfrom A to B and V. is varying 
The operation is the same as in case (2) except that "v R" on 
the invertor side is varied while Vs is kept constant at 1,2 p. u, 
The results are graphically shown in Fig. 4-14. 
Operation of h. v. d. c. sZstem with C. C 
and C. E. A Controls with transformer on-load 
tap-changer 
The operation is the same as in case (2) except that the 
predetermined values for the maxintrii and minimum limits of the power 
factor and those of the transformer tap-changer have been included 
in the data. The sub-routine for the transformer tap-changer comes 
into operation only when the value of the marker Fa 19 other-wise it 
remains out of the programme. The results are graphically shown in 
8.9 
Fig. 4-15. 
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Conclusions 
The main objects of these studies are: 
1. To establish the versatility of fast acting grid controls, 
The definite influence of grid controls on the responses 
of the various variables of the h. v. d. c. systeme on 
account of the changes in the a. c voltages on either side. 
has been observed as shown in Figs. 4-13 and 4-14. 
It has also been shown that the combination of C. C 
and C. E. A controls on each side of the h. v. d. c. system 
can achieve reversal of power just by changing the sign of 
the current-margin of both the regulators. 
2. To establish the indispensability of the grid controls 
in the h. v. d. c. system. It has been shown that if 
C. C and C. E. A controls are not used, the working point 
of the d. c line is not well defined and the system fails 
to transmit power even when the a. c voltage falls by a 
small value, as shown in Fig. 4-11. 
4-3 SIMULATION OF DC LINE FOR TRANSIENT STUDY 
4-3-1 Simulation of Control Signals 
As described in See. ); -?, the most efficient control on the 
lh-v-d-c- systen is achieved vhen the rectifier operates on (7-C and 
the invertor on C. F. A controls respectively. In addition to these 
controls, current-override provision is also essential on the 
invertor side, so that when the delay anrle of the rectifier is at 
its minimirn for a certain tan position o; the transformer, C. C 
control is transferred to the invertor side, overriding its r. F. A 
control. 
kI 
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The C. C control signal of the converters is the f%mction 
of the actual current passing in the d. c line and the reference 
current Ir- the actual relationship depending upon the type of 
the regulator being used. In the case of a zero-time-lag regulator, 
the following expression is used to define the signal of C. C control 
of the rectifier: 
0e er m 
KR x (I r-i de) 
(4-32) 
During normal oýerationq the required delay angle may be 
simulated as: 
cosa -e er 
/V 
8 
(4-33) 
The following limits are imposed on the control signal of the 
rectifier: 
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1) If the current of the d. c line exceeds the reference 
current of the rectifierg the control signal becomes 
negative and inversion starts. Hence, to avoid this 
the delay angle is limited to a value which is a little 
less than 900, and the signal is expressed as: 
e cr aVsx Cos amax 
where amax - Maximum limit of the delay angle. 
2) The reference current of the invertor is kept smaller, 
by a fixed "current-margin", than that of the z", ctifier. 
If the current in the d. c line becomes less than or 
equal to the invertor reference current, C-C control 
is transferred to the invertor side and the coRtrol 
signal of the rectifier is simulated as: 
(4-34) 
ecr =vsX Cosomin 
. 
(4-35) 
a 
9 21 
The folloving expression is used to calculate the control 
'k 
signals of the invertor: 
e cl :2 -V R* Coss 0+ W/ 6* xc *i dc2 + 
"e 
ci 
(4-36) 
and, *e ci w 
KI (I 
r- 
k) -i dc 
I 
vhere'e 
ci = 
Control signal when the invertor 
is on C. C cmtrol. 
The following limits are imposed on the control signal of 
the invertor: 
1. If the direct current of the d. c line is more than the 
reference current of the invertorg, then its regulator 
vorks on C. E. A control and the control signal is 
expressed as: 
(4-3T) 
cl - -V R. COSS 0+A' Xc *i dc2 
(4-38) 
2, The control signal of the invertor should always be 
negative otherwise rectification starts. Whenever 
the positive C. C control exceeds the negative C. E. A. 
control, the invertor signal is simulated as: 
e ci 
* -V Rx cos aimax 
(4-39) 
vhere a Imax n 
maximum limit of the invertor delay angle. 
4-3-2 Operation of d. c System 
In the conventional equation for the operation of converters, 
it has been assumed that any change in the delay angle instantaneously 
changes the d. c voltage, and that any change in the line current 
affects the commutation drop without any delay. In the first case, 
it is only possible if the pumber of converter phases are increased, 
but generally 6-phase units axe being used in commercial h. v. d. c. 
stations and in the second case, the time constant due to 
commutation reactance does not allow for the instantaneous change 
in the current of the d. c line. Hence, to simulate the controllers 
properly a small lag is to be taken into consideration. In a 
6-phase unit,, the change in d. c voltage due to a corresponding 
change in the delay angle occurs only when the electrical system 
has rotated 60 degrees, i. e. 0 1/300 seconds in a 50 c/s system. 
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Hence, the time constant equal to 1/300 has been incorporated in 
the conventional equation as: 
Vd nVx coscl - 116 ' xc ldc 
where 
Cosa m T. p +1xeC 
/V 
i de m Tp +1xi de 
and, T= 1/ 300 
4-3-3 d. c. Transmission Line 
(4-4o) 
(4-41) 
(4-42) 
To simulate the d, c transmission line a "T't section representation, 
as shown in Fig. 4-16, has been assumed and the following differential 
equations are used: 
dr = R. 
i 
dcl +x dc/2w f(Poi dcl) 
+Vc 
di = 
R. i dG2 + Xdc/21r f 
(P. i 
dc2 
)-vc 
and, vc=x CR " 
2wf/p (i dcl -i dc2) 
(4-43) 
(4-44) 
(4-45) 
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4-3-4 Digital Programme 
The parameters of the converter stations and those of the 
d. c line are given in the data which also include the nomal delay 
angle of the rectifierg reference currerrt or power, and the 
" current-margin". The comprehsensive flow diagram for the computer 
is shown in Fig. 4-lTt'and the verbatim of the programme is given 
in Appendix (3). 
The algebraic equations for the digital programme are rewritten 
as: 
e cr =vax Cosa 
(During normni operation) (4-46) 
i dc a 
(I 
r-e cr/KR 
) (4-47) 
v dr m' vs 9 "" - w/6 * x. « 'de (4-48) 
v di -7. 
'vdr -i dC 0 (4-49) 
cl ale -V 11 
'Coss 0+ ir/ 6 Xc * 
'dc (4-50) 
and, dc3 dc2 dcl u 
'dc (During normal (5-51) 
operation) 
where i dcl$ 
'dc2 and 'dc3 ate transient values of the direct currents 
in the d. c lines rectifier and invertor with resPect to time. 
For the transient calculationsi, both algebraic as well as 
differential equations are solved simultaneously. In this Particular 
programme, the capacitive reactance of the d. c line, vhich is very 
small, has been ignored and the d. c line current is calculated 
directly. With reference to this currentp the values of the rectifier 
and invertor control signals, vithin the permissible limits, are 
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Computed, which further define the corresponding delay angles* 
The functional equations are rewritten as shown below and 
Kutta Merson Algol procedure 
4 is used to solve them: 
P. i dcl 0 1/ Tl x 
(i 
dc -i dcl) 
(4-52) 
where I/ Tl 
is the time constant of the d. c line. 
PA dc2 = l/T x 
(i dcl -i dc2) (4-53) 
P. i dc3 '2 l/T X 
('dc2 - 'dc)3 (4-54) 
PON s *Cosa r) - 
l/T x (e cr -Vsx Cosa 
? (4-55) 
and, P. (v R* cosai) =1 
/T x (eci - VR X cosai) (4-56) 
The algebraic equations are arranged in such a vay as to get the 
values of the parameters in the right order for their use in further 
calculations. A switch routine is also provided within the programmej, 
and this can change the reference current of the converters or the ac 
bus voltages at any required interval of time. 
4-3-5 Study of h. v. d. 
_c. 
sYstem 
To analyse the h. v. d. c. systemg a hypothetical 500 KV d, c, link 
is considered. which connects an a. c system at 230-KV, aschronously 
to another large aec system. The system parametersq referred to a 
1000-MVA power base with 230-KV as the base line-to-line voltage, 
are given in Table 4-3. The transformer connections and converters 
are arranged so that, with 1 p. u. bus-voltageq the no-load reAifier 
voltage is 1.61 p. u. referred to the a. c system, while týe voltage 
at the receiving end bus is kept constant at 1.0 p. u, 
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Studies and Pesults 
The following two studies of the transient behaviour of the 
h. v. d. c. system have been made: 
(a) Transient response of the h. v. d. c. system with a 
step change in the reference current or powerg 
and, (b) Transient response of the h. v. d. c. system with a 
step change in the aoc, bus-voltage. 
Case (a 
The h, v. d. c. system is operating at steady state with the normal 
a. c voltages of 1.1 and 1.0 p. u. on the rectifier and invertor sides 
respectively., The normal value of the reference current Ir of the 
rectifier has been considered as 1.0 p, u, with a current margin k of 
001 POUO At time 0.05 sec., Ir is given a step rise to 1.5 P-u-9 
and then at time 0.15 sec. it is brought back to its normal value* 
Throughout the operations the d. c voltages of the rectifier and 
invertor are restricted to positive and negative values respectively. 
Transient responseswith respect to time, of the foll9wing 
variables of the h. v. d. c. system are graphically shown as below: 
M Direct current Fig. 4-19a 
(ii) Rectifier voltage Fig. 4-19b 
Invertor voltage Fig. 4-19c 
(iv) Direct axis component of 
the alternating current 
on the rectifier side Fig. 4-19d 
an . d, (v) Quadrature component of 
the alternating current on 
the rectifier side Fig. 4-19e 
I 
9 
i 
Case (b) 
The h, v. d. c. system is operating as in case (a) with a constant 
current-reference of 1.1 p. u. At time 0.05 sec. the a. c voltage 
on the rectifier is stepped down to 0.11 p. u.,, and at time 0.15 sec. 
it is brought back to the normal value of 1.1 pu. - this procedure 
simulates a short circuit on the a. c side of the rectifier. 
Transient response with respect to time of the following 
variables are graphically shown as below: 
(i) Direct current Fig. 4-20a 
(ii) Rectifier voltage Fig. 4-20b 
(iii) Invertor voltage Fig. 4-20c 
Rv) Direct axis component of the 
alternating current on the 
rectifier side Fig. 4-20d 
(v) Quadrature axis component of 
the alternating current on the 
rectifier side Fig. 4-20e 
Conclusions 
The above studies have demonstrated how the modified functional 
relationships)incorporating therein simple lagsq can be used to 
investigate the transient behaviour of the hovod*c. system* At 
this stage it is not the intention to draw some broad or specific 
conclusions from these studiesq but this technique is important inasmuch 
as it has been incorporated in the main h. v. d. c. digital programme in 
Chapter 6, vhere the comparative study of transient behaviour of the 
h. v. d. c. and its equivalent a. c system has been made. 
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Table 4-1 DATA 
TO COMPUTE CONVERTOR CHARACTERISTICS 
Parameter Value Parameter 
XI 0.08 p. u. Vd 
Xa 0.04 p. u. Pdc 
xv 0.07 p. u. z 
Xt 0.00 1 P. U. PdB 
XI 0.10 P. U. mvarf 
xs 0.05 p. u. VaB 
n 1 . 00 P. U. VdB 
R 0.185 p. u. Vr 
Value 
1.00 P'. U. 
0.84 p. u. 
0.940 p. u. 
1000 MVA 
210 WAR 
230 KV 
500 KV 
1.00 P. u. 
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Table 4-3 DATA 
TO STUDY THE TRANSIENT BEHAVIOUR OF H. V. D. C. SYSTEM 
No Parameter Value No Parameter Value 
I VdIB 500 KV 13 VS 1.10 P. U. 
2 Vall 230 KV 14 Vr 1.00 P. U. 
3. R 0.185 p. u. 15 ra nge 0.001 
4 Xdc 15.48 p. u. 16 acc 0.01 
5 KR 30 17 h 0.01 
6 KI 30 18 computing 3 sec 
time 
7 Ir 1 . 00 P. U. 19 Ang. 2 60 degrees (rotor angle) 
8 k 0.10 P. U. 20 T 0.003 sec 
9 Zr 0.960 21 tj (stepping up 0.05 sec 
time interval) 
10 zo 0.940 22 t2 (normalising 0.15 sec 
time interval) 
11 VdII 1.00 P. u. 23 K Marker 
12 x 0.10 P. U. 24 M Marker C 
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FIG. 4-1 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF CONVERTOR CONNECTIONS 
Synch-cornp 
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FIG. 4-2 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT FOR CONVERTOR CALCULATIONS 
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Fig. 4-3 FLOW DIAGRAM 
TO COMPUTE CONVERTER CHARACTERISTICS 
BEGIN 
Reod in dota 
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No 
j Take any suita6le value of 
---VI commutation voltage to start 
Is iteration 
Take the next No is the lost 
value of value of direct direct cuFrrent reurr 
I rw 00e ýi is the 10, 
Calculate 
ýYes 
END 
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Fig. 4-4 CHARACTERISTICS OF RECTIFIER 
(without synchronous compensator and without filter 6ank) 
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Fig. 4-5 CHARACTERISTICS OF RECTIFIER 
(without synchronous copensators and with harm c filters. ) O)QS 
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Fig. 4-6 CHARACTERISTICS OF RECTIFIER 
(with synchronous compensators and with harmonic filters) 
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FIG. 4-7 VARIATION OF DELAY ANGLE OF CONVERTOR 
(WITH HARMONIC FILTERS) 
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FIG. 4-8 WORKING POINT OF D. C. LINE 
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Fig. 4-10 FLOW DIAGRAM 
TO SIMULATE H. V. D. C. SYSTEM IN LOAD FLOW STUDY OF A. C. SYSTEM 
BEGI N 
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FIG. 4-*2 STEADY STATERESPCNSE OF H. V. D. C. 
SYSTEM 'Vs' IS VARYING 
(power flows from convertor 'A' to 
convertor 'B) 
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FIG. 4-13 STEADY STATE RESPONSE OF H. V. D. C. 
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FIG. 4-14 STEADY STATE RESPONSE OF 
H. V. D. C. SYSTEM 'VR' IS 
VARYI NG 
(power flows from convertor 'A' 
0.8 r to convertor 'B') 
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FIG. 4-15 STEADY STATE RESPONSE OF 
H. V. D. C. SYSTEM 'V ' IS -0 VARYI NG 
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Fig. 4-17 FLOW DIAGRAM 
TO STUDY TRANSIENT BEHAVIOUR OF H. V. D. C. SYSTEM 
BEGIN 
Read in data 
Set in initial 
conditions 
I 
Step integrating time ' to 
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END 
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FIG. 4-19 TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF H. V. D. C. SYSTEM 
(STEP CHANGE OF REFERENCE CURRENT) 
(a) Response of direct current with respect to time 
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FIG. 4-20 TRANSIENT RESPONSE OF H. V. D. C. SYSTEM (STEP CHANGE 
OF AC VOLTAGE) 
(a) Response of direct current with respect to time 
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CHAPrE'R V 
HATIMUTICAL MODEL OF A. C. SYSTEM 
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5-1 SYSTEM REPRESENTATION 
In the digital computation of an electric power systemg the 
most important aspect is the formulation of equations defining. 
the synchronous machinesq controls and the inter-connecting 
netvork of the system* An elementary form of a mathematical 
45 
model of the synchronous machine vas presented by Blondej . 
This mathematical representation involved the resolution of the 
machine variables in two axes$ mutually displaced by 90o, and is 
termed as "Two-React7ion-Theory". With the help of this theory, 
the terms which alternate synchronously in the machine equations 
were eliminated and the resulting equations approached those of 
tvo-pole machines. Later ong Park 
461,4T in his work showed that 
the equations for the a. c machines become considerably simpler if 
they are expressed in terms of certain fictitious current and 
voltage co=ponents. These fictitious values of current and voltage 
can have a physical meaning in that they can be considered acting 
on the fictitious coils placed along the direct and quadrature axes 
of the machine reference frame* This representation is termed as 
"Park's Transformation". Aclkinv 
48 
and others further extended 
Park's work and established the new set of equations,, which are now 
generally used to simulate the synchronous machines for stability 
study. 
5-1-1 Machine Equations with Ass=tiong 
The voltage equations for the three-phases of the armature 
and that of the field of a synchronous machine are given as 
below: 
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p/wý raa 
0 
0 
vbP /W *b ra 
p/w,. 9 
0 
and, Vf P/w, 0 ýf + rf . if 
0 
where V. i$ * stand for voltage$ current and flux-linkages 
respectively; 
suffices a,, b. c. and f stand for three phases 
(A, B, C) and the field respectively 
and, p r and w represent the armature resistance and the a0 
normal speed, in radians per second, respectively* 
To convert the above mentioned equations into Park's equations 
in terms of direct and quadrature axes,, the following assumptions 
have been made: 
(a) The flux distribution in the air-gap is sinusoidal. 
(b) The saturation effect is negligible, 
(c) Hysteresis and harmonics are neglected. 
(d) Only the positive sequence current is considered, 
(e) Sub-transient phenomena is ienored. 
(f) The small changes in speeds which do, not effect 
the synchronism of the machines are ignored. 
and, (g) Armature resistances which is very small, is ignored. 
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5-1-2 Park's Transformation 
Park's transformation 
489 
which gives the direct and quadrature 
components in terms of the actual values of the armature variablesq 
is expressed by the following matrix equations: 
Ad cose cos (0 - 2v/3) cos (0 - 41F/3) A iL 
A4 2 /3 sinO sin (0 - 2w/3) sin (0 4w/3) x 
AO 1/2 1/2 1/2 A 
where "0" is the phase displacement between phase A and 
the direct axis of the machine. 
"Alt stands for an identifier and suffices dq q and o 
indicate the direct component* quadrature Component 
and zero sequence component respectively. By 
replacing "A" by "i". "v" and ýp the transformation 
of currentg voltage and flux-linkages respectively 
can be obtained. 
For the inverse transformationg giving the actual variables 
in terms of "d" and "qvv axes componentsg the following matrix 
equations are used: 
A. 
--A-- 
fib 
A, 
c 
cose sine 
COS (0 - 2w/3) sin (0 - 2w/ 1 
cos 41r/3) sin 4w/3 Ab 
5-2a 
5-2 
Again by replacing "A" by the required variables the inverse 
transformation can be obtained* 
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5-1-3 Induced Voltage in the Armature and Field 
The impressed voltage Va of the phase A is the swn of the internal 
voltaCe induced by the main air-gap flux. the drops due to the local 
armature fluxes and the resistance drop* 
The internal voltage due to the main air-gap flux is expressed 
as: 
P'(*md coso .+ý.. SinO) 
The voltage due to the local amature fluxes is expressed as: 
101- Ir 0 
.I*pa -1 
Pb- Lm *P* 1c 
and the voltage drop due to resistance is expressed as: 
r xi aa 
where stands for the air-gap flux linking with the coil 
on th. e corresponding axis 
and 11 and Lm are the leakage inductanceg and the mutual 
inductance between the two armature coils due to 
the flux vhich does not cross the air gapp respectively, 
Hence the impoewed voltages in the 3-phases are given as: 
aap 
(e 
md o 
cosE) + emq sinG) + (r a+ 
i1. P)i 
a -t m P. 
i, ý-t m polce 0& ý 
Vb -P (*md o cos(O - 2w/ 3) + ýmq* i3in(o - 
2v /P +(rb+ 11 *P) ft 
i b-t MOPoic-tm. p. 
i 
a 
andg Vc np (*mc, . cos (a - 4w/ 3)+v MCI sin(a - 
4v/ 
3 
)) + (r 
c+ 
LJ. P)P. 
i6-tm. p. i a7*lrl *p" (5-3) 
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From the transformation equations (5-2a),, and with some algebraic 
manipulation we can obtain the following set of equations for 
the armature voltage: 
VdU P/W 
0* 
*d - Oq * P. 0 /W 
0rai 
d* 
Vqa P/6 * *q +0d0 POO /W 
0r ae 
i 
q* 
and, V0 P/ w0-r ae 
i0o 
0 
Gimilarlyq the field voltage can be expressed as: 
P/ w0+ 
rf * if* (5-4) 
For the balanced operation of the machines "V 0" and 
"i 
0" are 
zero, and hence the equation for "V 0" can 
be ignored, 
In the above equationog "* d" and 
"ý 
q" represent 
the total 
flux linkages with the coil located on the appropriate axisq due to 
both the main air-gap flux and to the leakage flux# i. e: 
*md +tc. id 
and, ý- IP .+I. i q mq cq 
where "L " is the effective leakage inductance of either of the axis c 
coils, and is given by: 
tc= Ll +I 
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5-1-4 Component of Flux Linka=- 
If the operation of the machine is balancedl p. u scale is used 
throughoutg time is measured in secondso and the d-axis coil 
coincides with the pole of the machine which leads the q-axis by 900 
(electrical) in the direction of rotation$ then the components of 
the flux linkages are given as below: 
*d Xafd f-x d' 
i 
d* 
xq. i 
and,, Xf *if-x afd *i d' 
where x afd 
is the mutual inductance between each armature circuit 
and the field winding on the same axis* 
5-1-5 Modified Equations of Flux Linkages: 
49 
Eliminating the field current nif" from 5-5 and 5-4p the 
following n6w equations are obtained: 
(5-5) 
em+ 
(X -X -pýt 
4 
Ikfa 
. 
-nf 
Ar/"- 
+f+ -x f /r f0 pl 
ands *q- a- xq. iq (5-6) 
where 
x Rfd. V -Ge (terminal voltage on open-circuit at normal speed). rfff 
2 
ýftfd 
a -'x (direct-axiB transient reactance)* --d xfd 
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x 
and, -m /-r (field tine constant) woor f do 
Hence 
Ge fxd+ xd do 
x d1+ . 11 do P' 1+ I-r do*P d 
and, *q -x q' 
iQ (5-T) 
5-1-6 Modified Voltwre Equations 
Under the assumption that a small change in the machine speed 
does not affect the induced voltageg we can take: 
p /w 
0 
andg pI we 
*d =P Iwo * *q -10.0 0 
Henceg the set of equations (5-4) can be simplifkd as belovi 
Vd 
Vq* d* 
and, v P/ *f + rf*ife w0 
From Equations 5-T and 5-8 ve get a new set &at 
qq 
Ce 
fxd+Ixd0 
IT do 0p 
q +IT do T1 +/T do * P' 
d* 
X(Ioi 
(5-8) 
andg vf= P/ wo a *f + rfoi f 
(5-9) 
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0 
5-1-T Ac eleratine Torque 
wa. - 
When the machine is under constraints. imposed by the abnormal 
current due to a fault in the line or overloading etc,, accelerating 
torque starts varying with respect to time and effects the other 
variables of the machine. Hence in the stability study, the 
accelerating torque plays the most important role, The accelerating 
torque is defined as the difference between the shaft torque and 
the electrical torque developed across the air-gap$ i, e,: 
T 
m 
where T stands for torqueg 
andp suffices a. m and e indicate acceleratingg shaft and electrical 
torques, respectively, 
"T. " is obtained from the prime mover and "T is calculated from 
M 
the terminal power "P e" of 
the synchronous machine as shown below# 
provided the system is balancedt 
enPe0 
Vdo'd vq4i 
By substituting the values of "vd " and "v q" 
from Equations 5-49 we 
get: 
Pm pt ei +p oe ei + jedei - IP 
id) P. o d/w 
0d q/w. 
qqq /w 0 
r (i 
2+12 (5-10) 
adq 
i0eet Pe= (rate of decay of armature magnetic energy) + (torque 
developed across the air-gap x speed) - (armature copper losses). 
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Under the assunptions in Sec. 5-1-11 the first and the last terms 
will tend to zero. Henceg electrical torque can be expressed as: 
Te-pe= *d*'q - Yi d" 
5-1-8 Namping Torque 
Demping torque of the synchronous machines can either be 
50 51 calculated by Routh's Criterion or by Nyquiste's Criterion 
However, for stability study the effect of the damping torque can 
adequately be incorporated in the electro-mechanical equation by 
adding a tem proportional to rotor speed, This tem is expressed 
as: "ICdep. 6"j, where I'Kd" 'a the damping constant. Frcm the field 
tests* the appropriate values of "K d" have been found 
in the range 
of 3-10, which are quite adequate to simulate the damping torque in. 
the stability study of the power systems. 
52953 
5-1-9 Nerative - Sequence Torqu,! ý 
Because of the negative-9equence current in the armature, a 
torque is developed vhich is known as negative-sequence torque, 
This torque is the same as that which would have been developed by an 
I induction motor running backward with a slip of 2. 
The negative-sequence torque is expressed as: 
2 T 
e2 2. 
(r2 - rd) 
where i and r stand for current and resistance of the armature 
respectivelyg and the suffices 2 and 1 indicate the negative sequence 
and positive sequence respectively. 
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5-1-10 Axis Transformation 
In the Park's transformationg 
48 
all the equations have been 
defined by the rotor angle of the machine; however$ tfie rotor 
angles of the different machines of the system may be phase displaced 
from each other. Hence, it is essential to refer all the machines 
to a ýommon reference frame either by selectine one of the machines 
as a reference machine- or by considering all the machines of the 
system with respect to any other synchronously rotating reference 
frame. 
Suppose the machine "n" is the reference machine, the axes 
of machine "m" are transformed to the reference frame of machine "n". 
the angle of rotation between these machines is On - 6m)s as shown 
in Fig. 5-1) the notation K 
mn 
is used to represent a quantity of 
the m tl-, machine expressed in the reference frame of'the n th. 
machine, and K is used to represent the quantity of m th, machine M 
in its own reference fr&-iep then from the geometry of the figure 
the following equations are obtained: 
K drm = Kclm * cos(S n-6m)+K qm . sin(S n- 
Sm ) 
andq K qmn =K qm - C03(6n - 
ar, )- Kclm 9 sin( 6n - 6m) (5-13) 
In the matrice notation, the axis transformation may be expressed as: 
K dmn Cos (z n-a sin 
K 
mnm dn 
x 
K 
qmnl -Sin(6 n-6m cos 
"n '6m) K qm 
(5-14) 
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5-2 SIMULATION OF CONTROW 
Amongst the controlling devices of the power system only speed 
governors and automatic-voltage-regulators (A. V. R, ) are considered 
in this thesisq as both of them act continuously in the system* 
The governor maintains the constant speed of the prime-moverg and 
A. V. R. maintains the constant voltage of the generator; however# 
both of them definitely improve the stability of the system* In the 
case of a transient operations the A. V. R, l because of its high-speed 
action, is more effective than the governor# 
.A .- 
5-2-1 Speed Govemorl 
The speed governor controls the mechanical input to the 
gýnerator in an effort to maintain its speed constants In case 
of any variation in the absolute speed from the reference values 
the Covernor adjusts the openings of the steam turbine or the Cate 
of the hydraulic-turbineg thus varying the steam or water pressure to 
adjust the shaft torque. Full representation of the prime mover 
and governor is quite complicated and beyond the scope of this thesis, 
so only a simplified loop has been incorporated in the mathematical 
model of the power system, as shown in Fig. 5-2. In the simulation 
of the governors the time constant of the steam or water inlet 
valvesp and the time constant of the relay and valve controlling the 
response of the shaft torquev have only been include d54. Hence 
the governor is represented &SI 
AP w9xP. 6 + -r eop p) 
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where AP 
M= change 
in power input. 
K 
Pý 0 gain of 
the governor. 
ir P= 
time constant of steam or water inlet-valve, 
and,, Tg = tire constant of relay and valve. 
5-2-2 Excitati'Orn Control astem (A. V. P. ) 
An autonatic voltage regulator, feeding back error signals 
proportional to the difference between the reference and terminal 
voltagesq keeps the terminal voltage constant and thus improves 
the transient response, The block diagram shown in Fig. 5-3* 
represents the action of an A. V. P. Subsidiary feed backs are 
added in the loop to inprove the transient response further. 
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The error signal is amplified by the series magnetic amplifiers, 
and then it supplies the field voltage of the machine through the 
control exciter. Two derivative stabilisers are also used. one 
for the feed-back signal from the exciter and the other for the 
signal from the second amplifier. as shown in Fig. 5-3. The 
stability of the control loop formed by the A. V*P. and the machine 
is very essential,, as otherwise unstable loops will inject 
oscillatory signals into the machine's field windings and may cause 
the instability of the whole system* To achieve this stability, 
the gain and time constants of the stabilisers are adjusted* 
The A. V. R. mentioned above can be represented by the transfer 
functions which are sumnarised below: 
56 
Masmetic Amplifier (1) 
K4x 
+ P"'4'-T 
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MaFnetic 
-Amplifier, 
(2) 
K5 
+ P*l 5Tx 
V1 
Exciter 
K7 
+ POT 7 
Stabilising-feed-back sirwtl from exciter 
v 
P. K 6rX Vf 
'51 (1 + P*"r6 
Stnbiliainp si-omnpil from nomnlif j= -(2) 
P. K 
s2 + POT87 
and$ 
Vvr-vt VS2 - VS1 
/72 
+v vt vdq (5-16) 
where Vr = Reference voltage* - 
VI= Input voltage to the amplifier 1. 
V1= Output voltage of the amplifier 1 and input of 
amplifier 2s 
V20 Output voltage of the amplifier 2 and input of exciter 
and stabiliser 2o ' 
Vfa Output voltage of the exciter and input of stabiliser 1, 
V 
32 n 
Output voltage of the stabiliser 2 and input of erroz%. 
detector* 
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I. IV S1 m 
Output voltage of the stabiliser 1 and input of 
error-detector. 
Terminal voltage of the machine. 
K 4*K5' KT 9 K6 and K8 - gains of amplifier 1 and 2. exciter, 
and stabiliser 1 and 29 respectively* 
and$ T4, T 'r and Ta a the time constants of the amplifiers, etc. 5'TTI 6ý Io 
in the sane order as above. 
The above equations are further simplified for the computer's 
programme as below: 
Excitpr 
f= (1 +KTx 
(v 
r-vt-v 
e'P) 
Stabiliser 
VK sop (1 + Ts *PT 
Vf 
andq v 
/V_2 
+V2 (5-1T) tdq 
vhere K= Overall gain of the main loop* 
K8- Total gain of the stabilising loor&, 
Tea Time constant of magnetic amplifiers and exciter. 
and$ Tsw Time constant of stabilisers. 
Other quantities$ which can also be used for feed back sigaals 
include: 
(a) the rate of change of field voltage known as 
stabilising signali, 
(b) rotor velocityg 
0 
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(c) rate of change of rotor velocityq 
(d) rate of change of field currentq 
(e) rate of chance of terminal, voltage# 
and, (f) the magnitude of the fault current* 
5-3 ELECTRO-MECHANICAL EMATION 
The swing of the rotor effects the other machine variablesq 
which may exceed their design ratingss but they will normalise if 
the rotor swing decreases with time. Henceq for assessing the 
stability of the system it is the rotor angle which is to be 
examined, The rotor angle of the machine at any instant may be 
obtained from the basic electro-mechanical equation of the machine 
which is stated as: 
2 (p 
m-pe 
The comprehensive form of the electro-mechanical equation is-obtained 
by incorporating the negative sequenceg and damping torque357 
together vith the effect of the governor* ast 
M. p 
2. a mp+ AP -ppK Post mo m el m e2 - dt 
This equation is generally used in the digital procramme to find 
the excursion of rotor angle vith respect to time during the transient 
operation. 
Where suffices 0.1 and 2 indicate initial values Positive sequence 
and negative sequences respectively. 
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5-4 EXT R AL NETWORK 
5-4-1 Transmission Lines 
The simplest form of transmission line representation is 
a reactance connecting the machine to the infinite bus-bar - the 
resistance of the transmission line, which is comparatively very 
small,, being ignored. This reactance is the sun of the reactances 
of the transmission line and transformers associated with the line. 
The equivalent "w" network representation is employed for the 
simulation of the transmission lines. In case of a large power 
system, the matrix representation is very convenient and takes less 
computing time for the solution of transmission lines* 
The following assumptions are generally made to simulate 
the transmission lines: 
(1) Line shunt admittance is neglected. 
(2) Transformer excitation current is ignored. 
and, (3) Mutual coupling between the circuits is ignored. 
Thus, the simplified equations for the transmission line may be 
vritten as: 
v 
sd av rd 
+ rt - 'td - 't *i tq 
and,, vs qav rq 
+ rt 0 Itq + xt * 
'td 
(5-20) 
vhere V, i, r and x stand for voltageg currentq resistance and 
reactance, respectively and first suffices s, r and t indicate 
sending end, receiving end and transmission line respectively. 
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5-4-2 Static Tna4 
There are generally two types of static loads which are to 
be simulated: 
(a) resistance in series with the inductance, 
and, (b) resistance in series with the capacitance. 
In case (a), the load is simulated by the following equations: 
-Xf 0i+r Ld Iq L* 
'Ld 
and, v= Xt 0i+r, .i tq Id tq 
In case (b)g the load equationS are: 
v Ld =x Ic .i Lq -x Lc * vLq/r t 
and, v Iq 'a -Xtc 0i Ld +x tc * vtd/rt 
(5-22) 
whe 
. 
re r,, x,, and x cl are 
the resistance,, inductive reactance and 
capacitive reactance of the load* respectively, and i Id' 
i 
Iq and 
vIdO vIq are the direct and quadrature axes components of the load current 
and voltage respectively. 
5-5 FAULTS OTI -TTIE TRANEWISSTON LTNFI. -58- 
5-5-1 Sinulation of Unqyn-metrical Faultn 
A three-phase networks which is syvmetrical throughout except 
for one unsymmetrical short-circuits can be represented by positives 
negative and zero sequences conn. ected at the point of fault, as shown 
in Fig. 5-4, Furthermoreg as the synchronous power betueen the 
various synchronous machines of a power system is of positive 
sequenceg a short circuit can be represented in this sequence by 
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connecting a shunt impedence Zf at the point of fault, The 
'value of Zf depends upon the type of fault and upon the negative 
and zero sequence impedenceso as viewed from the point of fault, 
and this can be calculated for various types of faults, asi 
Type of Fault Impedence of the fault shunt Zf 
1. Line-to.; -ground z0+z2 
2* Line-to-line z2 
3. Two lines-to-ground zooz 2/(Z 
0+Z 2). 
Three phase 0 
where Z stands for impedence; and suffices 0# 2 and f indicate 
zero-sequence,, negative sequence and shunt-fault respectively. 
As both Z0 and Z2 have been a*ssumed to be reactive* Zf may 
be represented as ýIj. x" for further calculations. f 
5-5-2 Fault CleRring and Feclosure 
Fault clearing involves the partial or total loss of synchronous 
contact between the sending and receiving ends of the lineO so the 
large differential between the input and output powers of the machine 
tends to'accelerate the rotor* Thusq the concept of transient 
stability is confined to the rapid reclosure of the lineq which was 
disconnected at the instant of faults to prevent the machine falling 
out of synchronism. 
Modern high-speed circuit-breakers are capable of operating in 
a few cycles, but the minimum possible time taken by the circuit 
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breakers seems to be the lower limit of the deionising or dead time 
in which the arc can be extinguished. 
59 Howevers the longer the 
dead time, -the greater is the likelihood of successful de-energisation 
which is essential for the continuity of supply under transient 
conditions - the minimum permissible delonisation time being calculated 
empirically. 
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Hence,, the consideration of system stability and security of 
supply involves opposite requirements with respect to reclosing 
time, and demands the adoption of some measures to achieve a compromise 
between the two factors while designing the system. 
For the above mentioned studies, the switching operation in 
case of fault is in the following sequence: 
(a) Clearing, i. e., isolation of the faulted line or phase. 
(b) Reclosure, i. e. 9 reconnecting the line or phase 
previously isolatedg 
and, (c) Lockout, i. e., in case of unsuccessful reclosure the 
faulted line being kept out of circuit. 
The timings for each operation are defined as: 
1. Clearing Time 
The time between the fault occurrence and the isolation 
of the faulted line or phase is known as clearing-time. 
Reclosing Time 
This is defined as the total time from the fault onset 
to reclosure, including the deionising or dead-time. 
Lockout Time 
With unsuccessful reclosure the circuit-breakers'are 
tripped offq and the time for the locking out operation 
approaches to the original clearing time. 
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The configuration of the system changes with the switching 
operation and requires that the representation of the system is 
to be modified accordingly. In the switching operation, the 
three-phase lock-out is identical to the three-phase clearing, 
unsuccessful reclosure is the same as the original fault clearance 
and the successful reclosure is equivalent to normal steady state 
operationo Hence, keeping in view these similaritiest the equations 
for each configuration are written and the corresponding matrices 
are drawn up# while at the instant of switching the existing system 
matrix is replaced by the new one. 
In the large systems. matrix modification technique 
6o 
may be 
v employed to take care of switching performance, rather than to 
insert a complete new matrix$ and thus isave computing time. 
Howeverg in the present work, where a small system is under studyg 
this technique has not been used. 
5-6 TRANSMIT STARTUTY, 
5-6-1 Infinite Rus-Rnr 
An infinite bus-bar is defined as a source of voltage of 
constant magnitude and frequency,, capable of absorbing or generating 
an infinite amount of power* In the study of an inter-connected 
power system there may exist a large remote generating group which 
will be slightly affected by the transiento It ist howeverg quite 
convenient to substitute this group by an infinite bu-s-bar to simplify 
the system representation without much loss of accuracy. This 
infinite bus-bar vill also act as a frequency reference for the 
disturbed part of the system, 
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Hence, for a transient stukv, 
13 9 
in practiceg only those machines which are close to the point of 
disturbance need full representationg while the others are 
represented by infinite bus-bars. 
5-6-2 Transient Stability Criteria 
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By definition$ a system represented by a sincle machine 
connected to an infinite bus-bar is stable if the rotor angle 
of the machine "6" with respect to bus-bar voltage remains within 
the range of "-w" and "+ir" radians, maintaining at the same time 
its final value constant. 
Prior to the disturbances the system is assumed to be in 
steady state, and in consequence the initial value'of the rotor 
velocity at t-0 is zero, After the disturbance, the rotor of 
the machine starts swinging and may decelerate or accelerate depending 
m the decrease or increase in the electrical torquee At a certain 
value of "S" in the first swings the synchronising torque may be 
such as to cause thls-reversal of the rotor's direction. and if it 
does se while within the limits of stability# the machine is said 
to be first-swing stable, The conditions for first-swing stability 
are thus outlined as: 
(a) Sign (p. 6) t 71, Sign 
(p*6 
2 
)t 
(b) )! I< if 
where t1ut+ tý. 
and t2). t1 
where t and tt stand for time and time incrementg and suffices 
Og 1 and 2 indicate initialg after first increment and after 
second incrementg respectively. 
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The above criteria aret however* not unique to decide stability, 
as accordine to these conditions, the machine which has the pole 
slip is not stable - and this is not correct, Thus, the concept 
of first swing stability is only meanineful when it is applied to 
the system having no pole-slip and no control devices. To study 
the transient stability of the modern power stations, which are 
equipped with speed governors and A. V. R., the first swing stability 
test may be of no significance. On the other hand, the test laid 
down in the basic definition of stable operation requires the 
computation for a large interval of times and this is not economical, 
Hence,, the conditions for transient stability of the machine are 
modified as below: 
If 181 first swing ),, 161 second swing 
and 161 <T for all values of t. 
then the machine is said to be stable. 
Furthermore, there could be a possibility that the peak of the 
second swing may not be smaller than the peak of the first one, 
because of the slow action of the controls, but eventually it may 
start decreasing in the subsequent swings, Hence# to avoid this 
possible omission, any two consecutive peaks of the swing curveg 
rather than the first two peaks$ are examinede With this modification 
the machine will be stable if: 0 
(a) 181 nth swing :ý 161(n+l)th swing for any "n". 
and,, (b) 161 <v until (a) is satisfied, 
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5-7 DIGITAL SOLUTION OF THE POWER SYSTEM 
Two progranmes for "n" machines system have been written: 
(a) to find the swing curve of the machineq 
and, (b) to find the stability boundaries of the machine. 
5-7-1 Swing Curve Programme 
The digital progra=e has been written in such a way that it 
can easily be adopted for a system having one or more than one 
machine, and also for a system having a d-c link as one of its 
transmission lines. The analog representation has been used 
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and 
the block diagram is shown in Fig. 5-5. The working of this progr 
a is described below: 
(a) Network Calculations 
The network shown in Fig. 5-6. consists of 'a double circuit 
transmission line connecting a synchronous machine with the infinite 
bus-bar which has been considered as a reference frame. In a simple 
network, as that under cmsiderationg the components of machine 
current are expressed as: 
. vb . sinS q xt +X 
and, idaez-vb* 
C056 (5-23) 
xt+Xt 
where vb and e. are the voltages of the infinite bus-bar and machint 
respectivelyg 
id and iq are direct and quadrature components of the machine current. 
and Xt and xI are reactances of the transformer and transmission line 
respectively. 
But for the general programme of "n" machines "nodal-analysis" has 
beeen used, as below: 
Ina Vn 
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1 
and, VnYnn 
where In (n a 1.2.3.... ) are the injected currents at 
"n" nodes; 
V (n in 1,2,3,... ) are the nodal voltages at "n" 
nodes; 
y 
nn 
(n w 1.2,3,... ) are the self admittances of the 
"n" nodes o 
y 
ij are 
the mutual admittancesq 
where i -76 i and i vs 19293 so.. ni, 
and ja 192#3 ....... n,,,, 
and,, Y n-1 
is the inverse of matrix Yn, 
All the matrices of Equations 5-24 are the complex metricesq 
vhere the admittance matrix is of the order nxn. 
(5-24) 
In order to find the nodal voltages and thus branch currentag 
the following steps are taken: 
1, Admittance matrices are formed for the different 
configurations of the network, Lee: 
(a) during normal conditions,, 
(b) during the faulto 
(c) after the removal of the faulted line, 
andq (d) after reclosure of the faulted line. 
2, All the admittance matrices are inverted by using 
the Algol library procedure of inversion. 
Nodal currents are expressed as: 
n 
yXV 
n nd m 
(5-25) 
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where "n" is the node under considerationj 
and "m" is the branch connected with the node "n". 
Nodal voltages are expressed as: 
vnayn -1 .In (5-26) 
From the nodal voltagep branch currents are calculated 
by the following expression: 
'M - (vm7'vn) x Ymn (5-27) 
where (V M -V n) 
is the voltage across the mth branch, 
andg y is the admittance of the branch "m". 
(b) Calculations of Synchronous Machine Variables 
The calculations of the variables of the different synchronous 
machines are on the line of analog simulation of the machine, as shown 
in Fig- 5-5. Blocks in this figure represent the integrating 
amplifiersq summation anplifiers and multiplierse The differential 
and algebraic equations of the synchronous machine are modified to 
represent the input and the output of the amplifiers of the analog 
deviceg and as such,, are used in the digital programme to find the 
transient response of the synchronous machine, 
(c) CnIculation of A, V*R- . Response 
To include the A*V, R, in the system the Eqns. 5-17 are 
modified, as described in case (b)p and are included in the main 
progra=e. 
-il 
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(d) Calculation of Speed Governor's Response 
The Eqn. 5-15 is modified as above and included in the torque 
Eqn. 5-19. 
(e) TnitiAl Conditiona 
To calculate the initial conditions of the multi-machine 
system a complete load-flow study is required, This involves the 
iterative-process to find the tap-aettings on the transformers, 
generator loading., and rotor angles of the synchronous machine, etc. 
In the system under consideration, a single machine is connected to 
an infinite bus-bar, and thus the initial conditions can easily 
be calculated by solving the algebraic and transfer equations of the 
system simultaneously. 
The flow diagram for the swing curve programme is shown in 
Fig- 5-7 and itsverbatim; is given in Appendix (4). 
5-T-2 Stability Boundary ProF-rFkmine 
Relative stability study-of various machines and their 
interconnections within the system can be craphically exhibited 
as stability-boundaries. The graph is drawn between the fault- 
clearing time as x-axis with the y-axis representing the Maxpower 
level or rotor angle at which a machine, when subjected to a 
given disturbance, operates without losing the stability. In 
earlier literature, a large number of calculations were carried out 
in the region of the boundary to find the critical points for a 
number of fault clearing times, but this was a cumbersome and time 
consuming procedure. Hence, to simplify the stability-boundary 
calculation a search programme has been developed* which automatically 
finds the required critical points for given values of the clearing.. 
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time. The programme includes the svinr, -curve routine together 
with a sub-routine to test the stability state of the synchronous 
machine under study. A number ofjp1t clearing times are selected. 9 
and the search programme find6 the corresponding critical point by 
varying the rotor angle of the machine. Though this programme can 
cater with all forms of curves, yet the knowledge of the general 
form of the curve helps to reduce the computing time. 
To use the search programme a guess for the critical rotor 
angle or power is made, and this value togetber with the constants 
of the system are supplied as data. The system is tested at the 
initial value of rotor angle or power. The result of this test 
tells whether the system is stable or unstable, and the prograrme 
alters the rotor angle accordingly to approach the stability limit. 
If the test is undecisive, i. e.,, tbe conditions for the stable or 
unstable position are not fulfilled, the rotor angle is given a pre- 
fixed increment, and the whole process is repeated until the stability- 
boundary is crossed. The increment of the rotor angle is reduced 
for every crossing, and its sign is reversed to continue the search 
for the required critical point for a given fault clearing-time 
within the fized tolerance. At this stage, the pre-fault conditions 
for the last tent are printed out as being the boundary cmditions 
for this given clearing time. Similarly, the critical value for 
the other fault-clearing times are calculated and the pre-fault 
conditions are printed. With the knowledge of the form of curve,, 
the programme can roughly predict the critical points, /narrowing down 
so 
the search band for the subsequent points. 
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The computing time for this programme depends upon the 
stability criterion employed in the test sub-routineo For the 
present vork the stability criteria, cbrived in Sec. 5-6-2, is used 
vhich defines the state of the system as: 
(a) if the absolute value of the rotor angle goes 
beyond +w radians. during the computation time,, 
the system is unstable, 
and, (b) if the rotor angle remains vithin the range of 
+w radians for one sec. and if its absolute value 
starts decreasing, the system is stable. 
The flow diagram of the stability-boundary programme is shown 
in Fig. 5-8, and its verbatim is given in Appendix 
5-8 POWER SYSTF" STTMTFS An PFqTITTS 
In this work the power system studies have been made under two 
main headings: 
(a) Preliminary studies, 
and, (b) Study of transient behaviour of the system during 
fault. 
5-8-1 Pn-lininarv Studies 
To ascertain the accuracy of the mathematical model of the 
power system, it haB been subjected to some step response tests. 
Tpat T 
To ati0y the re-Intive effecta of the A. V. Ps 
and arped povernor 
With the initial steady-state conditions corresponding to a 
rotor angle of 30 
0. a step increase of 0.5 p. u mechanical input 
power is applied to the machine, and the values of the rotor angle 
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with respect to time are printed in four different cases: 
(a) when A. V. P. and speed governors are not included 
in the model, 
(b) when only the speed governor is included, 
(c) when only A. V. R,, is included, 
and, (d) vhen both A. V. R. and speed governor are included. 
The results are shovn graphically in Fig. 5-9. 
Observations 
The power level of the machine with and without A. V, R. 
a 
being different, /strict comparison cannot be made. But despite 
this, a comparison of the curves " a" and "b" shows that the speed 
governor tends to limit the first swing of the rotor angle to some 
extent and to increase the magnitude of the subsequent oscillations$ 
thus implying that the speed governor introduces a small negative 
damping, In curve "c", the peak of the first swing increases due 
to the action of the A. V. R., while in curve "d" when both A. V. R. 
and speed governors are used, the peak is reduced ccmparatively, 
A comparison between the curves " all and "c" shows that the A. V. R. 
has no effect on the damping of the system, and the relative increase 
in the first oscillaticn in curve "c" is the result of the unequal 
power angle characteristics with and without A. V. R. 
Test IT 
Trnns-ient resrnnse of tno- -aRin vFtrinbles of t'hs- 
The transient response of the main variables of the machine 
have been displayed by giving a step increment to the mechanical 
input-power of the machine. #as in the previous case. This corresponds, 
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in practice, to the sudden isolation of one line of the double 
circuit supply system. The responses of the following machine variables 
with respect to time are shown in Fig. 5ý-10: 
(a) Rotor angle. 
(b) Rate of change of rotor angle, 
(c) Electrical power output, 
and, (d) Terminal voltage. 
ObservRtions 
Electrical output "Fe, " in curve "C" oadillates in time phase 
vith the rotor angle and tends to approach the steady value of 
0.5 p. u above the initial value of "F. "O 
e 
Tent TTT 
Effects of varions control rnr=t! ter% 
A step increase of 0.5 p. u mechanical input power was applied, 
as in the previous cases, and the following transient response 
studies am made: 
(a) The rotor angle and the terminal voltage of the machine 
are c=puted for the A. V., R. open loop gains of 10,40, 
100# 500. The results are graphical1q, shown in 
Fig. 5-11. 
(b) As above, the rotor angle and terminal voltages are 
ccmputed for the A. V. R. derivative stabilising loop 
gains of 0.1 and 0.010 and the results are shovii in 
Fig. 5-12. 
(c) Similarly,, for the speed governorts gain of 20,40 
-and 
609 the results are shown in Fig. 5-13. 
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Observations 
(a) When the open loop grain of the A. V. R. is 10, the first 
sving peak of the rotor angle is the highest, and it tends 
to approach the comparatively higher steady state position 
0 of about 65 , The terminal voltage tends to settle at a 
comparatively law value, Fig. 5-11-a- 
When the open loop gain is 40, as in Fig. 5-11-b. the 
first-sving peak of the rotor angle decreases and tends to 
settle down at a new lower steady state value of 550. In 
this way, the power angle characteristics and the terminal 
voltage regulation are botli improved,, while the dampine is 
comparatively increased. 
When the gain of the open loop is 1009 Fig. 5-11-C. the 
oscillation of the rotor angle is more pronounced* and is not 
as symmetrical as in the previous cases; -this is attributed 
to the A. V. P. action. The regulation of the terminal voltage 
is further improved, but its oscillations are larger than in 
the previous cases. 
When the gain is 500o. -Fig. 
5-11-d. substantial negative 
damping is introduced, and the main machineýbecomes unstable 
after tvo svings. 
(b) Variation in the stabilising loop gain does not affect 
the rotor angle response muchq except that with the higher 
loop gain of 0.1 the rotor angle approaches the nev stable 
position a little faster than in the case of the lover loop 
gain of 0.01. The terminal voltage 
is sustained at a 
higher level for a considerable time with the higher value 
of the loop gain. 
iso 
Frcm the graphs in Fig. 5-131, it can be seen that by 
increasing the gain of the speed eovernors the peak of the 
first sving of the rotor angle is reduced ana this is an 
advaiitag6ous factor in transient stability. But on the other 
hand. negative damping is quite substantial with the higher 
loop gains. and this is not desirable. Hence, some 
ccmpromising value is to be found and consequently a loop 
gain of 20 has been'used for the present study. 
5--8-2 Transient Behaviour of the System During Fault 
For this study the system as shown in Fig. 5-6. is subjected to 
different types of faults. From the sequenm network diagram shown 
in Fig. 5-17, sequence and subsequently shunt fault admittances for 
different types of faults are calculatedg and are represented in the 
network as discussed in Sec. 5-5-1- 
The following tests are performed: 
Test, I- Effect of initirtl value of rotor FmFplc- 
One of the double-circuit lines of the system is subjected to 
a three-phase fault in the vicinity of the sending end bus-bar. 
The fault is cleared in 0.15 sec. and the faulted line is reclosed 
in 0.3 see. Various initial values for the rotor angle are faken 
and the results are graphically shown as below:. 
(a) For an initial value of rotor angle of 400 the graph 
is shown in Fig. 5-14-a. 
(b) For an initial value of rotor angle of 45 
0 the graph 
is shown in Fig. 5-14-b. 
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(c) For an initial value of rotor angle of 500 the graph 
is shown in Fig. 5-14-c. 
and. (d) For an initial value'of rotor angle of 600 the ", aph 
is shovn in Fig. 5-i4-d, 
Observations 
(a) For the initial value of 40 
0, the rotor angle goes up to . 100 
0 
in the first swing and then starts decreasing* Butin the 
Consequent swings the peaks are simultaneously reduced, and 
the rotor angle appr paches its normal position. Thus, the 
system is stable. 
For the initial value of 45 0. though'the system is still stable, 
the peak of the first swing is higher than in the previous 
case. 
(c) When the initial value of the rotor angle is taken as 50 
00 
the first sving exceeds the limit of 180 
0, and thus the system 
becomes unstable. 
(d) For the initial value of 6001, the rotor angle overshoots the 
limits of stability faster than in the previous case. Thus. 
the system loses stability more rapidly. 
0 
Test P- Effects of vmrimis faults 
One of the double circuit lines is subjected to various types 
of faults. In e ach operation the fault is cleared in 0-15 sec. 
and the switch is reclosed at 0.3 sec. Subsequently,, for the initial 
value of the rotor angle as 5609 the swing curves fl-re CCmputed and 
are shown as: 
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(a) With line-to-ground fault. the swing curve is shown 
in Fig. 5-15-a. 
(b) With line-to-line faults the swing curve is shown 
in Fig. 5-15-b, 
(c) With 2 lines-to-ground fault, the swing curve is shown 
in Fig. 
(d) With 3-phase fault, the swing curve is shown in 
Fig. 5-15-d. 
Observsttiong 
(a) In the case of line-to-ground faultg the first swing of the 
rotor angle does not exceed 18009 and in the subsequent 
svings the rotor angle tends to settle down at the normal 
value; hence the system is stable. 
(b) In the case of line-to-line and 2 lines-to-ground faults, 
the system still remains stable, though the peak of the 
first swing in both the cases increases,? but the latter moreso. 
(c) When a 3-phase fault is applied, the rotor angle overshoots 
the limit of 180 0, and the system becomes unstable. 
Test '3 - Pffects of rypelosirR tiymfb 
One of the double circuit lines is subjected to a 3-phase 
fault with an initial value of the rotor angle of 560, The fault 
clearing time is taken as 0.10 sec. 9 and the swing curves are 
computed for different values of reclosing times. The results 
are graphically shovn as below: 
(a) For a reclosing time of 0.25 the graph is shown in 
Fig. 5-16-c. 
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(b) For a reclosing time of 0.20 the graph is shown in 
Fir. 5-i6-b. 
(c) For a reclosing time of 0.15 the graph is shown in 
Fig. 5-i6-a. 
Observations 
With the clearing time of 0.25, the rotor angle overshoots 
the limit of 1800, and hence the. system it; unstable. With the 
clearing times of 0.20 and 0.15, the rotor angle remains vithin 
the limit tending to approach the normal value, and hence the 
system is stable. 
Teqt 4- Stability boundaries 
To compute the stability boundaries for the different faults,, 
the computer program discussed in Sec. 5-7-2, is used. The reclosing 
time vhich is taken as 0.7, together vith the other data given in 
. -TiLble 5-1 , is fed 
in the computer and the results are graphically 
shown as: 
(a) With line-to-ground fault the stability boundary is 
shown in Fig. 5-3A-a- 
(b) With line-to;.. Iine fault the stability boundary is shown 
in Fig. 5-18-b. 
(C) With 2 lines-to-ground fault the stability boundary 
is shown in Fig. 5-11-c. 
(d) With 3-phase fault the stability boundary is shown 
in Fig. 15-lB-d. 
0 
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Obso-rvntions 
From the graphs the folloving observations are made: 
(a) k The stability boundary curve of the synchronous machine, 
vith a fault clearing time vithin the range of 0.1 to O-T sec., 
is highest in the case of line-to-gromd fault and lowest 
in the case of 3-phase fault. For line-to-line and two 
lines-to-ground faults, stability boundary curves are in 
between the above-mentioned two cases. 
(b) The diversity between the stability limits of the system 
with different types of faults is more at the higher Cýearing 
times than at the lover clearing times. 
5-9 STATFMF7? T nF ý-TODTFTED SYSTFM, PCIUATTONS 
5-9-1 Mnehine EquAtions 
Ge,. Xd + 'x a 
J9 
do*P i 
q 
T-+ .T 
dc)op 
1+ Jc do*P 
dxqiq 
Ge f 
(x 
d+xd 
't 
dnop) 
d1+ Ilt do*p 1 +, 
fr do'p 
xq0iq. 
ei m Vd 0id+vq*iq 
(r 
e2 22 
an d 1, M. p!, S P mo 
+ Ap 
m-p el -p e2 -k d"P-80 
L 
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5-9-2 Speed Governor 
AK 
AP 9xP. 
m (l +Tg P) (l +Ipp 
5-9-3 Excitation Control 
vKx (v -vv f1+ 
e*p 
t 
Ks p 
vxv s1+Pf 
and, 
/2 
+v2 vt vdq 
5-9-4 Transmission TAne 
v sd mv rd -xt. 
i 
tq +rt* 
itd 
and,, v sq =v rq 
+x+, * 'td + rt . 'tq 
5-9-5 Static Load 
(a) Pesistance in series with inductance. 
Ld -x£ * 
'£q + r., .i Ld 
and, v Iq = Xt * 
'Id + r,, *i Lq 
(b) Pesistance in series with capacitance. 
=xiX Le ov Ld Ic * Lq 
r -- L 
and, VIq m -Xlc Ld +xW 
vd 
rI 
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5-9-6 Axis Transformation 
dmn =k dm Ocos(6n-Sm) 
+k 
qm * 
sin( 6n - 61n )- 
and,, k qmn 
=k qm 
Cos(6n76m) - kdme sin(6 n-61; 
) 
5-9-T matrix Equations 
I= 
n 
-1 andq vn=yn. I n* 
q 
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Table 5-1 DATA 
TO COMPUTE STABILITY BOUNDARIES OF AN A. C. SYSTEM 
No Parameters Value NO Parameters Value 
I Recycle 1 21 kmb (gain of the compensator) 1.00 
2 Computing time 3 sec 22 G 1 
3 xd 0.8 p. u. 23 kov (overall gain of the main 200 
4 xq 0.8 p. u. 
loop) 
5 xd 0.3 p. u. 
24 k 7 0.066 
6 Kd 0.05 25 T4 0.04 sec 
7 Tdo 4.67 26 T5 0.01 sec 
8 H 6 27 T6 0.15 sec 
9 n (no of diff. eqns. used) 
28 avr lim. (limit of the AVR) 6 p. u. 
10 range 0.01 
29 Gef 1.5 p. u. 
II acc 0 01 
30 del min (min. value of 45 degrees 
. rotor angle) 
12 h 0.01 31 del acc (reqd. accuracy of I degree 
13 tr 0.7 rotor angle) 
14 Ang 3 (phase displacement of 0.00 32 del inc (increment given to 10 degrees 
receiving end bus-bar) rotor angle) 
15 Ang I (phase displacement of 30 degrees 33 tfc max. (max value of tfc) 0.5 sec 
sending end bus-bar) 34 tfc min (min value of tfc) 0.1 sec 
16 Pi 3.1415 35 ZO (Cos 6 0) 0.9% 
17 X1, 0.8 p. u. 36 ZI (Cos - min) 1.00 
18 x12 2.22 p. u. 37 Z2 (COS "I max) 0.087 
19 VS 1.1 P. U. 38 EF Marker 
20 kvt (gain of the machine) 1.00 39 EA Marker 
I 
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FIG. 5-1 AXIS-TRANSFORMATION (VECTOR DIAGRAM) 
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FIG. 5-2 LOOP OF THE SPEED GOVERNOR 
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FIG. 5-4 CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE SEQUENCE NETWORKS TO 
REPRESENT ASYMMETRICAL FAULTS 
0 Phase-to-phase 
Phase-to-ground 
Two-phase -toq round 
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FIG. 5-5 ANALOG REPRESENTATION OF THE MACHINE 
SYSTEM 
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FIG. 5-6 SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF DOUBLE CIRCUIT A-C TRANSMISSION 
SYSTEM 
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Fig. 5-7 FLOW DIAGRAM 
TO DRAW SWING CURVES OF AN A. C. SYSTEM 
'BEGIN 
Read in data 
I ýet up matrices I 
I Inverse admittance matrices I 
I ýCalculate initial values I 
Print 
Insert new integrating tir 
matrices 
ý-ý='Sswitching 
time 
No 
Solve matrix eqns. for 
current components 
I 
Transform components 
to Parks reference frame 
I Perform step integration I 
ýalculate dynamic elements 
of the system 
I 
Mnt out 
. 
Is integrating tim No 'e, 
"i? 
ýý 
computing tim . 
Yes 
END 
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Fig. 5-8 FLOW DIAGRAM 
TO DRAW STABILITY BOUNDARIES OF AN A. C. SYSTEM 
BEGIN 
Read in Data 
Change initial value of 
Rotor Angle 
I 
Set in initial conditionsj 
4/ 
Compute the Swing Curve 
using A. C. Swing Curve 
calculations 
is 
ss integrating No ti miee > 11 c nn dd Is No Is Rotor Ang e 
>fo 
tim No Is Rot r Ang e 
ecrecei 10 Rotor Angle decreasing H >1 80 
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Yes System is unstable System is unstable 
System is stabf: e: 
ý] 
s bountry crosst! dd 
e st omputa 10 Ile last compu tio 
Reverse and half the 
Rotor Angle increment 
the now Increme 
mired accurxicyi 
Print 
Take next value of 
Is another boum 
clearing time int required? 
Estimate new initial Is another curve 
r valve of Rotor Angle 
< 
equired? 
and half its increment 
No 
END 
Change initial value 
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FIG. 5-9 ROTOR ANGLE TRANSIENT FOLLOWING A STEP OF 0.5 p. u. 
MECHANICAL POWER INPUT 
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FIG. 5-10 MACHINE TRANSIENTS FOLLOWING A STEP OF 0.5p. u. 
MECHANICAL POWER INPUT 
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FIG. 5-11 THE EFFECT OF VOLTAGE REGULATOR GAIN 
RESPONSE TO 0.5 p. u. STEP OF POWER INPUT 
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FIG. 5-12 THE EFFECT OF STABILISING VOLTAGE 
RESPONSE TO 0.5 p. u. STEP OF MECHANICAL 
POWER INPUT 
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FIG. 5-13 EFFECT OF SPEED GOVERNOR GAIN RESPONSE 
TO 0.5 p. u. STEP OF MECHANICAL POWER INPUT 
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FIG. 5-14 ROTOR ANGLE TRANSIENT FOLLOWING &PHASE 
FAULT ON ONE OF THE DOUBLE CIRCUIT LINES 
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FIG. 5-15 ROTOR ANGLE TRANSIENT FOLLOWING DIFFERENT 
FAULTS ON ONE OF THE DOUBLE CIRCUIT LINES 
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FIG. 5-16 ROTOR ANGLE TRANSIENT FOLLOWING 3-PHASE 
FAULT ON ONE OF THE DOUBLE CIRCUIT LINES 
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FIG. 5-17 PHASE-SEQUENCE NETWORK FOR THE 
DOUBLE-CIRCUIT SYSTEM 
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FIG. 5-18 STABILITY BOUNDARIES FOR VARIOUS 
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CHAPTER VI 
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6-1 Comparative Study of A, C. -D, C. and A. C,, Systems 
Chapters 4 and 5 deal yith stability problems of the dsc. 
system and the a. c. system independently, The prime interest in 
this chapter is the comparative study of electromechanical oscillations 
and stability limits of synchonous generators when they are connected 
by an see* and a d, c, transmission line, and vhen the equivalent 
system has two a. ce lines in parallel* In the former caseg the 
damping of the rotor swing resulting from the dec. power and its 
temporary increase during the disturbance is also investigated. 
Two digital programmes have been written for this comparative 
study, One programe draws swing curves under various conditions 
and the other defines the stability boundary of the system* 
6-2 Calculations of Initial Values 
The calculations of the initial values are base4 on the 
knowledge of the terminal conditions of the synchronous generator, 
i. e. jits terminal voltage and the complex power 
delivered* This 
information is obtained from the -system or from the load flow study 
more readily than the theoretical variables like rotor anglep 
excitation voltage* power factors etc* which are the variables 
taken as the starting point in previous works on stability problems. 
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6-2-1 Initial Values of P. C, -System 
The doe* system is opeiated at the normal output voltage of the 
converter and is adjusted to carry a certain percentage of the power 
delivered by the generator* Under these conditionsg as discussed in 
Sec. 4-29 the initial values of the d. c. system are calculated as 
below: 
6 
17 6 
The current in the d. c, transmission line is given as: 
'dc 0 Pdc/vdl 
Control signals as vell as the delay angles of the rectifier 
and invertor. as discussed in Sec. 4-3-19-are expressed as: 
v+ ir 16 .xoi er di c de 
e-i w-V x cog do + w/6 x x. ,i cr cle 
'Coact 
rme cr 
/V 
3 
and Coo cl Iae ci 
/V 
r 
(6-2) 
The d*ce voltage on the invertor side is given as: 
(See Ch. 4-1 ) 
v d2 mvr* coscg i- w/6 . xe d> ide 
Under Uhlmann's ass=ptidn3T which equateq the magnitude of the 
alternating current of the converter to its direct current,, the 
reactive power Q dc of the rectifier can be expressed asi 
2. 
Q de MA dc 
2 
_t('dc V 
e, 1,1'. vs (6-4) 
s 
The equivalent asco components of the converter*direct current 
are calculated by Carilavic's equations 
36 in See. 4-1-29 and they 
are transformed to the common reference frame as: 
bq vq x 
r, 05n -i vd x 
SinP 
i bd ai vq x 
SinR +i vd x 
CosR 
and, Rnt nn-ý' .V ado 
/V 
sqo 
(6-5) 
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where ive and i are the direct and-quade components of Vq 
the converter alternating cuýrent with the co=utation 
voltage taken as reference vector# 
i 
vq and 
'vdt when transformed to the common reference 
frameq correspond to 'bq and i bd" 
and R is the phase difference betveen the quadrature axis 
of the common reference frame and that of the reference 
frame of the converter, and is computed for every step so that 
the a-axis component of the commutation voltare is always zero. 
6-2-2- Initial Valuea of A. C --System 
The active and reactive powers delivered *through the aecs 
transmission line are given as below: 
ac 
pep dc 
and,, Q ac 
Qe Qdc (6-6) 
where P and Q stand for active and reactive powers 
respectively, 
and the suffices e. ac and dc indicate the power 
delivered by the generatorg the aec line and the 
dc line respectively* 
For the calculations of infinite-bus voltageq excitation voltage,, 
rotor anele and pover factor, the vector diagram shown in Fig. 6-1 
is used where V is taken as a reference vector. The calculations 
9 
are based on the equations given below: 
v+I 
rq s Id 
rd "--Itq 0 X, 
(6-T) 
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ands Ge fq a Vs " 'Rd 0 Xg 
Ge fd uI gq *x9 
where Vr and Va stand for receiving and sending end 
bus-baf voltages respectivelyg 
Ge fq and Ge fd stand for direct and quadrature 
components of Ge f respectivelywith Va taken as 
a reference vector$ 
I and I stand for the a. c line and generator L9 
currents respectively# 
xI and X stand for the reactances of. the aec.. Iine 
and generator respectively$ 
and the suffices d and q indicate the direct and 
quadrature components respectivelyp with Va taken 
as reference vectors 
(6-8) 
Complex povers delivered by the generator and by the a, c line 
can also be expressed as: 
p+jQ: u ac . ac 
p+ JQ a V3*I 
* 
ee9 (6-9) 
From Equations 6-7 and 6-9)the following expressions for the - 
infinite-bus voltage and its phase displacement with respect to the 
sending end voltage are obtained: 
v 
rq 
VaQ dc 
/V 
axX 
v 
rd a-p ae/va x 
Xt 
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12V2 Vr 
/V 
rq 
+v 
rd * 
and, 61= tan-' v rd 
/V 
rq 
(6-10) 
vhere 6. is the phase displacement betveen Vr and Ves 
From Equations 6-8 and 6-91the following expressions for the 
open circuit terminal voltage and rotor angle are obtained: 
Ge fq mvs+ Qe'Vs x Xgo 
Ge fd ape 
/V 
sxX9 
Ge 
fn 
/Ge 
fq 
2+ Ge fd 
2 
69t an-' Ge fd 
/Ge 
fq 
and$ 669+6 
where 69 is the phase displacement between Vs andGefs 
The direct and quadrature components of the a. c bus-bar voltage and 
generator open-dircuit terminal voltage with respect to a common 
reference frame are expressed as: 
V, .=Vx Coss sqo 81 
Ww Vs x SinA, 8 do 
V. v 
rqo r 
rdo 
Ge fqo "' Ge fx Cosa 
and,, Ge fdo u Ge fx Sind 
(6-12) 
1-130-: 
where suffix 0 indicates the ceninon reference frame* 
The generator current components with respect to the common 
reference frame are expressed ast 
I 
qo aG9x 
(Ge 
fqo -v sqo 
)-B9x (v 
ado - 
Ge fdo) 
and, I do mB9x 
(v 
sqo ý 
Ge fqo 
)+G9x (Ge 
fdo -v isdo) 
(6-13) 
vhere G and B stand for conductance and susceptancep 
and suffices L and g indicate the asc line and the 
generator, 
I 
qo and 
I do components are transformed to Park's reference 
frame fixed in the rotor of the synchronous machine as below: 
I 
ql a 
Iqo X C036 + do x SinS 
and# I dl w-I qo x 
S'na + 'do x Coss (6-14) 
where the suffix 1 indicates Park's reference frame. 
Direct and quadrature components of the flux linkages with 
respect to Park's reference frame are given as: 
* 
ql wI ql x xq 
andq *w Ge -xxI dl fd dl 
Generated voltage in the Park's frame is expressed as: 
dl +/XqxI dl - (6-16) 
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Direct and quadrature components of the generated voltage 
are transformed to the common reference frame as below: 
e qo ae ql x 
Coss 
and, e do " eql x Sind (6-17) 
The initial values of the A. V. R. as discussed in Sec. 5-7-1 
are also included, 
When the system is in steady stateg the acceleration of the 
rotor is taken as zero, 
Transient Stability 
When a short circuit or any other sudden change occurs in 
the power system, the rotor angle of the synchronous generator 
moves in the effort to cope with the transient state oý the system* 
Consequently# other variables of the machine are also affected and 
may exceed their normal ratings if the rotor angle continues 
increasing vith time. Howeverg if the rotor swing starts decreasings 
the machine variables assume their nomal values* Henceg the 
excursion of the rotor angle is taken as the basis of assessment for 
the stability of the syqtem, 
For the present study, a three-phase fault close to the a, c 
bus-bar is simulated by a shunt fault impedence connected across 
the positive sequence network while the generator is represented 
by a voltage source behind the constant direct-axis component of 
the transient reactance of the generator* To compute the generator 
voltage and current during the transient stateg matrix methods have 
been used to solve the nodal equations which can also take into 
consideration the doc line* 
39 
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In all stability studies$ network equations are solved in 
the common reference frame, vhilst machine equations are referred 
to Park's reference frame which is fixed in the rotor of the 
machine concerned. Howeverg during the computation the direct 
and quadrature components can be transformed from one reference 
frame to another as required* 
6-3-1 Transient Calculations of the D. C. System 
During the transient disturbance, when the voltage of the 
a, c bus-bar drops,, variables of the d. c system connected with the 
same bus are also affected* Henceg for every step integration 
to evaluate the rotor angleg the current components on the aoc side 
of the converter are to be calculated simultaneously, For the 
calculation of d, c variableal the procedure giv6n ins6N '4-3, has 
been modified to give a step increment to the d. c power whenever 
WO 
the fault is sensod and bringing it back gradually when the faulted 
line is reclosed. 
6-3-2 Transient Calculations of the A. C, Network 
During the transient disturbance and the. consequent switching 
operations the parameters of the a*c network change)vhich necessitates 
the writing of equations for the following config4rationss 
(a) Before the fault - the normal parameters are used. 
(b) During the fault - the shmt- fault susceptance is 
included. 
(c) After removing the fault . the admittance of faulted 
a. c line is excluded. 
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and,, (d) After reclosure - as in case (a). 
The procedure given in Sec. 5-T-la is used with some modifications 
to include the alternating current components of the rectifier. 
The modified equations are as below: 
Iqeq. xG9+e do XB9+V rq xGI+V rd xBL-i bq 
Id -e qo 
xB9+e do xG9-V rq 
xBI+V rd 
xGt-i bd 
%qo w lq xZ 11 +IdxZ 12 
v 
sdo 
1qxZ 21 +IdxZ 22 
I 
qo 
"G9x (e qo -v sqo 
)-B9x (v 
sdo e do 
) 
I 
do =B9x 
(Vsqo - eo) +G9x (e do -v sdo 
) 
I 
ql m 
lqo x Coss +I do x 
Sind 
and, 
I dl m-I qo x 
Sin6 +I do x C086 
6-3-3 Machine Equations 
For calculating the machine variables during the transient 
conditiong the equations of Sec. 5-9-1 are used. 
6-3-4 Fxcitation 
-and 
IS ontrol peed C 
To include the A. V. R. and the speed governorg the procedures 
given in See, 5-2 are used. 
6-3-5 Swinr, Curve Proarwime 
- Iro 
The sving curve programme, as discussed in See. 5-7-1, has been 
modified to include the d. c. system and the A. V, P. subroutines. 
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The fmction procedureg required by the procedure M430 has been 
so arranged that only the required equations take part in the 
computationg computing time thus being reduced. This progra=e 
can be used both for the a, c, -d. c., and the equivalent a, c, systems 
independently by feeding the appropriate values of the markers. 
The folloving markers have been used for the different 
instructions to the computer: 
, ramme skips over the 
(i) FE - if FE = 1. then the pror 
dece subroutines 
(ii) EF - if EF = Is then the alternating current components 
of the converters, as well as their 
control signals are punched on the tape. 
(iii) EA - if EA a 19 then the programme skips over the A, V. R, 
subroutines 
The flow diagram of the swing curve programme is shown in 
Fig. 6-29 and its verbatim is given in APpendix (6), 
6-4 Stability Boundaries 
The stability limits of the various systems can be well exhibited 
by drawing the curves between the fault clearine time as the abscissae, 
and the maximum power delivered by the generator without losing 
stability as the ordinate. 
66 
For the present comparative study of 
the stability boundaries of the a, c, -d, c., system and the equivalent 
a, c. system)the programme in See* 5-T-2 is modified as: 
(a) The aving curve progra=e discussed in Sec. 6-3-5o 
has been included as a subroutine in the main 
progra=eo 
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(b) The criterion for the stability is redefined 
as: 
If the rotor angle of the synchronous machine begins to 
decrease, and the advanced value of the d. c, reference current 
normalises, then the system is stable. 
The progra=e has been written in such a way that it can be 
used for both the a. ce-d. c. system and its equivalent a. c. systemg 
and also the systems with or without A, V, R, can be computed without 
any alteration in the programme, Thussthe stability boundary 
programme retains all the versatilities of the a,, c, -d, co swing 
curve programmee The flow diagram of the stability boundaries 
progrw=e is shown in Fig, 6-3. and the verbatim is given in Appendix 
A 
6-5 Studies and Results 
For the stability study, a hypothetical a, ce-dsc, system shown 
in Fig. 6-4. is considered. In this systems a 100044VA equivalent 
synchronous machine is connected to an infinite bus by 500 miles of 
a 500-KV a. c. transmission lineg and asynchronously by 500 miles of a 
5oo--Ky deco transmission line. The system parameters are referred to 
1000 WA power base with 230-KV as the base line-to-line voltaure. 
The transformer connections and converters are so arranged that with 
1.0 p. u. bus-voltage$ the no-load rectifier output voltage is 1.65 
referred to the a, c, system. The parameters of the system are given 
in Table 6-1. 
6-5-1 StUdX No. 
.1 
ýDnynpinr Effect of T)#Co Map) 
In this study, the complex power delivered by the generator 
during steady state is taken as 0.7 + jO. 3 at the normal terminal 
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voltage of 1.1 p. u. A 3-phase short-circuit is applied to the 
a. c. transmission line close to the generator bus and the fault 
is represented by a fault susceptance of 10 
6 
PSUO The admittance 
matrices are formulated to represent the following configurations 
of the systeml 
M Before the occurrence of the fault* 
(ii) During the fault. 
(iii) After disconnecting the faulted line, 
and, (iv) After reclosing the faulted line. 
The fault clearing time and the reclosing time of the circuit - 
breaker are taken as 0.1 and 0,2 sec* respectively. Four differential 
equations are required for this computation. and the instruction is 
carried out by putting n-4 in the data* The d. c, power increment 
is not consideredg and this can be achieved by taking Aa1 in the 
data where A is the multiplying factor of the d, c, reference current, 
The integrating time is taken as 2 sec. with step intervals of 0,01 
sec* The range and accuracy are taken as 0*01 each, 
The computer results are obtained by considerinc the initial 
, _d. 
ce power as 0.3* 0.4 and 0.5 P. U. separately. The Kalgol version 
of the swing curve programme takes about 1 min. 20 sec. of computing 
time for each run, The results are shown graphically in Fig. 6-5. 
Observationst 
From the s=mary of the results tabulated belows a comparative 
study is made of the damping effects for different initial values 
of d. c. power, 
ls7 
ýo 
Initial Initial Whether Time met. 'd mj= State of 
Value Value the Rotor taken to Value of the 
No. Of Pdc of Rotor Angle excesd Rotor System 
POUO Angle exceeds 180 Angle 
1800 see* 
1 0.3 67 0 Yes 0.75 x Unstable 
2 o. 4 560 Yes 101 x Unstable 
0.5 440 No x 115 0 Stable 
Conclunion: 
From the above resultso it is obvious that the more the initial 
value of the d. c, pover the more is the damping effect on the rotor 
sving and so the stability of the system improves. 
6-5-23 Stu4y Not 2 (Effects- of 
_D. 
C. 
_ 
Pover and its Increment) 
For a comprehensive study of the effects of various initial 
values of doce paver and its increment during the disturbanceg a 
number of sets of swing curves are obtained: 
lat Set Initial value of P, 0*1 peu* dc 
A 29 3s 6s 8 
2nd Set Initial value of Pac m 0.2 p. u. 
Aa 29 36 40 
3rd Set Initial value of 0-3 poue dc 
An1.51 2* 3. 
4th Set Initial value of 'dc a 0.4 p. u. 
A 0 1.09 1.5l 29 
5th Ss-t Initial value of Pdc, m 0.5 p. u. 
Aa 11 29 2.50 
iss 
In this study$ the total power delivered by the generator 
is assumed to be O-T + j0-39 and the fault clearing and reclosing 
times are taken as 0.15 and 0.3 sec. respectively. Time taken by 
the computer is approximately 1 min, 20 sece for each swing curve$ 
and the results are graphically shown in Fig. 6-6. 
Observations: 
(a) From the graphs it is obvious that the initial value of 
the rotor angle reduces with the increase in initial d. c. power. 
(b) The peak of the swing curve for the same d, c, power 
increment increases with the de crease in initial d. c. power, so much 
so that at lower values the rotor angle increases more than 1800 and 
the system becomes unstable* For exampleg when Aa2. the peaks 
of the swing curves for different initial values Of Pdc and the 
states of the system are summarised as below: 
A 
Initial 
Value 
of 
Peak of 
the swing 
State of 
the System 
2 0.5 8T 0 Stable 
2 o. 4 103 0 Stable 
2 0.3 123 0 Stable 
2 0.2 - Unstable 
2 0.1 Unstable 
(c) For the same initial value of PAC the peak of the swing 
curve decreases with the increase in A* For examples in Fig. 6-6-do 
for the initial value of Pac =4 peaks of the swing curves and the 
states of the system for different values of A are tabulated ast 
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Initial 
Value Peak of State of 
of Pd A the sving the System e W. ý 
o. 4 1.0 - Unstable 
o. 4 1.5 123 0 Stable 
o. 4 2,0 103 0 Stable 
o. 4 3.0 980 Stable 
(d) When the initial value of P dc 
is highp the higher value 
of A produces overdamping and delays the rotor angle from nomalisingg 
even though the system is stable, - For exampleg in Fig. 6-6-t, for 
Aa4 the system is stable but the rotor has been overdamped. 
6-5-3 StudX No. 3 (Comparison of Different-System 
For the comparative studýy of the transient behaviour of the 
aoc*-d. co system and its equivalent aoc* system for the same terminal 
conditionsq the total pover delivered by the generator is taken as 
0, T + JO, 3 at its normal terminal voltage of 1*1 poue The programme 
is run for both the systems under different conditions as discussed 
in See, 6-5-1. The results are graphically shovn in Fig. &T and for 
comparison they are summarised as belov: 
Type of DIC, No. of Whether 'Time Max$ 
l C t i 
State 
f h ' System A, V, Ro Increment diff* rotor taken va ue ompu ng o t e Ref. 
equations angle to of Time System Fig. 
used exceeds exceed Rotor 
180 0 1800 Angle 
(sec) ( sec) 
asco No X 3 Yes 1,25 X 1 20 Unstable 
6-7-a 
aece Yes X 7 No X 
0 115 1 29 Stable 65-7-b 
a, c, -d. ce No No 
4 Yes 0.63 X 1 21 Unstable 6-7-c 
a. c. -d-ce NO Yes 4 No X 1050 1 26 Stable 
6-7-d 
a, c, -d*co Yes No 8 Yes 0.68 X 1 21 Unstable 
6-7-e 
a. c, -d#co Yes Yes 8 No" X 1020 1 31 Stable 6-7-f 
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Observations 
1. From the results (a) and (b), as tabulated aboveg it can 
be observed that the use of the A. V. R. stabilises the equivalent 
a. c. system which is unstable otherwise, Also the results (d) and 
(f) show that the A. V. R. is also effective in the case of the a. c. - 
d. c. system, where the swing curve has been damped with the action 
of theý_A*V*Ro 
1 
2. From the results (d) and (f),, it has been observed that 
the a. c. -doco system remains stable if the initial value of the 
d, ce power is raised during the disturbance. Butq the equivalent 
a. ce system is stable only if the A. V. Pe is usedg as observed from 
the results (a) and (b)s even then the peak of the rotor swing is 
high as compared with that recorded in the case of the aocs-d, c, 
systeme 
The results (c) and (e) show that when the initial d. c. 
power is not increased during the disturbanceg the aoc*-deco system 
becomes unstable even if the generator is equipped with the A. V. R. 
6-5-4 stuay No, 4 (stabiiity 'Boundaries) 
Fqr the comparison of the stability boundaries of the a. c. -d. c. 
system and the equivalent a. c. systems the Kalgol version of the 
stability boundary progra=e as discussed in Sec. 6-4 is used. 
A 3-phase fault on the'a. c. transmission line is simulated by a 
fault susceptance of 10 
6 
pu,, and admittance matrices are formulated 
for the different configurations as in Seee 6-5-19 Reclosing time 
foi the faulted circuit is taken as 0,7 see* and the fault clearing 
time is varied from Ool - 0*5 see* The minimum value of the rotor 
angle is arbitrarily taken as 45 
0 and is given an initial increment 
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of 10 0 within the search routine. This search routine$ computes 
the desired value of the rotor angle as well as the corresponding 
initial power on the stability boundary within an accuracy of 
0 0.2 
The stability boundaries of the following systems are computed 
and the results are graphically shown in Fig. 6-8. 
(a) The a. c. -d. c. system with A, V. R. and power control 
on the d. c. side. 
(The reference current is increased to 1,5 of its 
nomal value), 
(b) The equivalent a. c. system with A. V. R. 
(c) The a. c. -d. c. system with A. V. R. but without power 
control, (The reference current remains constant 
throughout). 
Observations and -Ca,, nelus 
ions 
The following observations are made: 
(i) The stability boundary for case (a) is higher than 
that-for case (b) as shown in Fig. 6-8-a. Moreoverg 
the difference betveen these boundaries begins to 
increase rapidly when the fault clearing time is less 
than 0.2 sec. 
(ii) The stability boundary for case (C) is lower than 
that for case (b) . 
The diversity in the stability limits of the different systems 
can be explained as follows. The 3-phase short circuit at the 
a. c. line results in a serious decrease in the d. co power deliveredg 
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thus causing the generator to accelerate, At this stageg if 
the doe* power is not increased, the asce-dsc. system loses the 
stability at comparatively lower initial values of the power 
delivered bythe generator. Hence$ the stability boundary for 
case (c) is lower than that for case (b). But on the other hand, 
if the doe* power is increased as soon as the fault is detected, 
the rotor acceleration is damped and the a. co-d, co system can work 
for higher initial values of power without losing stability, 
Hence, the stability boundary in case (a) is higher than that for 
case (b), 
- wo 
1,9 a 
Fig. 6-1 DATA 
TO COMPUTE STABILITY BUUNDARIES OF AN A-C D. C. SYSTEM AND A. C. SYSTEM 
No Parameters Va I ues No Parameters Values 
I Recycle 1 28 T7 
2 Computing time 2 sec 29 Avrl im (I imit of 6 p. u. 
3 Xd 0.8 p. u. 
the ANY) 
4 xq 0.8 p. u. 
30 Gef 1.5 p. u. 
5 .1 Xd 0.3 p. u. 
31 R 0.185 
6 Kd 0.05 32 x C 0.1 P. U. 
7 Tdo 4.67 33 Xdc 15.48 p. u. 
8 H 6 34 vd 1 1.00 P. U. 
9 n (no of diff. eqns. used) 
35 KR 20 
10 range 0.01 
36 KI 20 
II acc 0.01 
37 k 0.1 P. U. 
12 h 0.01 38 
* 
VdB 500 KV 
13 tr 0.7 sec 
39 Va B 230 KV 
14 Ang 3 (Phase displacement 0.00 40 M (no. of steps to 
normalise Id OF receiving end bus-bar 
with respect to reference 41 Al (multiplying 
frame) factor to raise Id 
15 Ang I (Phase displacement 25 degrees 42 del min (min value 45 degrees 
of sending end bus-bar) of rotor angle) 
16 Pi 3.14159 43 del acc (reqd 0.2 degrees 
17 XII 0.8 p. u. accuracy 
for rotor 
angle) 
18 x12 2.22 p. u. 44 del inc (increment 10 degrees 
19 VS IJP. U. of rotor angle) 
20 G 1.00 45 tfc max (max 0.5 sec 
21 kvt (gain of the machine) 1.00 value of 
tfc) 
22 kmb (gain of the compensator) 1.00 
46 tfc min (min 
value of tfc) 
0.1 sec 
23 kov (overall gain of the main loop) 
200 47 tfc dec (decrement 0.1 sec 
of tfc) 
24 k7 0.66 48 ZO (Cos So) 0.966 
25 T4 0.04 sec 49 ZI (Cos -, min) 1.00 
26 T5 0.01 sec 50 Z2 (COS " max) 0.087 
27 T6 0.15 sec 51 Pdc 0.4 p. u. 
52 FE Marker 
53 EF Marker 
54 EA Marker 
11)4- 
TO CALCULATE 
'VOLTAGES AND 
Gef 
Vr ' 
Fig. 6-1 VECTOR DIAGRAM 
INITIAL VALUES OF 
ROTOR ANGLE 
Fig. 6-2 FLOW DIAGRAM 
TO DRAW SWING CURVES OF AN A. C. -D. C. SYSTEM 
BEGIN 
Read in data 
I Set up matrices I 
of A. C. system I 
Inverse admittance matrices 
COlculate initial values 
of A. C. -D. C. systems 
I 
Print 
Insert Is 
new ,, _Yes integrating 
time 
'wl tcl matrices switching time? 
I D. C. routine calculates the 
components of convertor 
alternating current 
I 
Solve matrix eqns. for cUrrent 
components of generator 
I 
Transforniation to 
Park's reference frame 
I Perform step integration I 
Calculate dynamic 
elements of the system 
Print 
Is integrating ti 
--,, computing time? 
ý>--Njo 
Yes 
1,95 
END 
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Fig. 6-3 FLOW DIAGRAM 
TO DRAW STABILITY BOUNDARIES OF AN A. G. -D. C. SYSTEM 
BEGIN 
I 
(-Read in Data 
Set in initial conditions 
Change initial value of /Computeithe Swing Curve 
Rotor Angle Using A. C. -D. C. Swing 
Curve calculations 
No 
integrating 
No time >I and is Is Rotor Ang e 
>1 E 
m Is st Is 
Rotor Angle decreasing >1 80 
s at g 
Yes 
Yes System is unstable 
Ys 
System is stab-le--l 
Is boundary crossed 6n 
ýhe lost cOmPutOt' 
Reverse and half the 
Rotor Angle increment 
the now increme 
3ulred accuracyl 
Tes 
Print 
11ý!! ý 
is another boun Take next value of 
clearing time 
I 
Estimate new initial is another curve 
r value of Rotor Angle 
<equired? 
and half its increment 
No 
END 
Yes 
Change initial value 
of Rotor Angle 
No 
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FIG. 6-4 ONE-LINE DIAGRAM OF AC-DC SYSTEM 
500kv-AC-line 
iite 
500kv-DC-line 
.-r. 
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FIG. 6-5 SWING-CURVES WITH VARIOUS INITIAL 
VALUES OF D. C. POWER (WITHOUT D. C. 
POWER INCREMENT) 
180 
160 
140 
120 
100 
m 
80 
60 
40 
20 
r=0.5 p. u. 
r= OA P. u. 
r=0.3 p. u. 
(a) 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
Time (seconds) 
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FIG. 6-6 SWING-CURVES WITH INCREMENTS IN D. C. 
POWER 
(a) Pdc 0" P'uA=2 
180 - A=3 A=, 6 A=8 
160 - 
140 - 
120 - 
100 
80 A= Multiplying factor for 
the reference current 
60 Pdc = Initial value of the 
40 d. c. power 
20 
(b) P dc 0.2 p. u. 
180 - A=2 A=3 =4 
160 - =8 
140 - 
120 - 
100 - 
80 0) A= Multiplying factor for 
60 - the reference current 
Pdc = Initial value of the a Ce 
40 - d. c. power 
20 
k 
(cO Pdc 0.3 P. u. 
180 - A=5 
160 - 
140 - 
120 - 
100 - A=4 
80 - A=3 
60 A= Multiplying factor for A=2 
the reference current 40 Pdc = initial value of the 
20 d. c. power 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
Time (seconds) 
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FIG. 6-6 SW'NG-CURVES WITH INCREMENTS IN 
D. C. POWER 
(d) Pdc = OA P. u. 
180 
160 
140 
120 
100 
80 
60 
4r' 
20 
180 
160 
1-40 
120 
100 
80 
60 
40 
20 
W DA- =nr, - .. 
= 3.0 
A 2.0 
A 1.5 
= 
A=2.5 
=4 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
Time (seconds) 
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FIG. 6-7 SWING-CURVES OF A. C. -D. C. SYSTEM AND A. C. SYSTEM (SAME TERMINAL CUNDITIONS) 
180 
160 
140 
tn 120 4) 
E 
100 
-0 
.2 
80 
60 
ce 40 
20 
(c) (e) (a) 
(a) A. C. , ystem without AX. R. 
(b)A. C. System with A. V. R. 
(c) A. C. -D. C. System without A. V. R. (without D. C. Power Increment) 
(d) A. C. -D. C. System without A. V. R. 
(with D. C. Power Increment) 
(e) A. C. -D, C. System with ANY. (without D. C. Power Increment) 
A. C. -D. C. System with A. V. R. (with D. C. Power Increment) 
(6) 
(d) 
.2 .4 .6 .81.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 
Time (seconds) 
I 
I 
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FIG. 6-8 STABILITY-BOUNDARIES (AC-DC AND AC 
. 
SYSTEMS) 
60 
501- 
40 
30 1- 
20 
(a) AC-DC -System with power inc. 
(A. V. R. included) 
(b) Equivalent A. C. system 
(A. V. R. included) 
(c)AC-DC svstem without mwer inc. 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 
Fault-clearing time (seconds) 
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DISCUSSION I 
The results of the operational study of a parallel 
a9ce-decs transmission system and an equivalent aoce systems 
as derived in Ch. 6. form the basic part of this vork and may 
be discussed under tvo headings: 
(i) Damping characteristics of a D. C. line 
and, (ii) Comparison of an A, C, -D. C. system and equivalent 
A. C, system* 
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Danping, Characteristieg of a D. r. - 
Line 
The effects of various initial d, co inputs have been studied 
in Seco 6-5-1. in which the power delivered by the generator has 
been taken as O-T + jo-03 at the normal terminal voltage of lel 
p, u., a, 3-phase a. c. fault near the sending end bus-bar has been 
represented by a fault susceptance of 10 
6 
p, u, which has been 
cleared in Oel secog and the line has been reclosed at 0*2 sece 
From the swing curves, as shown in Fig. 6-59 the following 
obs'ervations are made: 
(a) that the peak of the rotor swing is maxiT=m with an 
initial input of 0.3 P-U; that with an initial input of 0.4 p. u., 
though the system is still unstable# the rotor owing is damped; 
and thatwith an initial d. ce input of 0.5 P-u-P the rotor owing 
ia damped further and the system becomes stable* 
andq (b) that the initial value of the rotor angle decreases 
vith the increase of initial d, ce input in the same order, 
In Sqc. 6-5-2. the effects of increments to initial d*co 
input have been investigated and a set of results with an initial 
dec. input of 0.4 P, U. has been tabulated in observation (c) of 
Sec. 6-5-2. It is observed that the system is unstable when the 
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initial d. c. input is not increased during the disturbances 
isee the multiplying factor of the dec, reference current "A" - 1.0. 
But with the higher values of "All the peak of the rotor owing 
decreases proportionately. 
The above results can be justified by the fact thatq after 
I 
clearing the fault, the generator deceleration power depends 
either upon the initial input of the d*co line, which is still in 
service. or upon its increment during the disturbances Hence 
in a parallel a. c, -d, c, transmission systemq if a major portion. 
of a generator output can be transmitted through a dece line or 
if a sufficient increment is given to the initial doce input, the 
generator regains its stability, even after a most critical fault 
on the a*c* lineg as exhibited in Figs. 6-5 and Fig. 6-7 
respectively. A similar study has been made by MachidaT9 on an 
aec, -, d, ce transmission model. His test results are in full 
agreement vith'the digýtal investigations of Saco 6-5-1 and 
Seci 6-5-2o 
In the above aoc. -doc. parallel operation a balance between 
the two methods of improving generator transient limits is essential, 
Thus* for each specific system* the ditical values of the initial 
d. c. input and its required increment during the disturbance must 
be optimised by drawing a series of s,; inr, curves# like those shown 
in Fig. 6-6. 
Comparison of an A*C, -D_, C. System 
and an Equivalent A. C. System 
For this studyg three equivalent transmission systems have 
been considered in Saco 6-5-4: 
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(a) vhen a generator is connected with an infinite 
bus-bar through two identical a. c. lines in parallel. 
(b) when one of the asce lines has. been replaced by an 
equivalent d. c. system. 
andg (c) when a rapid power control has been introduced on the 
rectifier side of the dec, system, 
To compare stability limits of the above systems, a 3-phase 
a, c, fault close to the sending end bus barg has been considered, 
6 
The fault has been represented by a fault susceptance of 10 peue 
0 
as beforeq the reclosing time has been taken as 0*7 sec. and in 
system (c) an increment of'50% has been given to the initial doco 
input at the time of disturbance. The stability boundaries of 
the above systems have been shown in Fig. 6-89 from which the 
following observations are made: 
(1) Under similar operational conditions and for a fault 
clearing time of eege 0*2 sece, the transient limit of the generator 
in system (a) is 9.5% higher than in system (b)e This can be 
attributed to the inherited resynchronising characteristics of the 
a. c. line which is still in service after clearing the fault and 
provides more deceleration power to the generator than the decs 
line of system (b) in a similar situation. 
(2) In system (c). the transient limit of the generator for 
the same fault clearing time of 0,2 sece is 10,9% higher than in 
system (b) and 1.6% higher than in system (a)* This can be 
attributed to the extra deceleration power provided to the 
generator by the incremental operation of the dec. transmission 
system. 
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4 
From the abbve observations the following conclusions are 
drawn: 
(1) In a parallel operation of an a. ce-ed, ce transmission 
system, if the bulk of the generator output is delivered through 
a d, ce lineg the transient limit of the generator increases as 
shown in Fig* 6-5- 
(2) When a generator is connected through an a. c. -. d. ce 
transmission'system or through an equivalent aeco double-circuit 
systems the transient limit of the generator is higher in the 
latter* But, if the initial dece input is given a sufficient 
increment during the disturbance, the transient limit of the former 
is higher* Thoughs in the initial and incremental operations of 
an aece-d, cs system the improvement of transient stability has been 
established, still economic feasibility for each specific project 
is the overriding factor* 
Power transmission by an aec. -dec, parallel operations 
keeping in view stability and economy of the systems may be 
suggested for the following cases: 
(1) For a long overhead power transmission and for the 
interconnection of two distant power systemsq the a, ce-d, c, parallel 
operation could be considered where: 
(a) the d. c. line is designed to carry the bulk 
of the power and is not tappedg 
and, (ý) an a. c. line is run in parallel which, may 
have intermediate stationso if required, 
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This system,, with its capability of improving the stability 
limitso may have its economic justification even for smaller 
distances than the "break-even distance" of 300-500 miles 
generally mcntioned. 
(2) The load centres of some densely populated areas are 
connected by a. c. underground cables$ but with ever-increasing 
load growthq they require reinforcements from time to time* 
A d, c, underground cable system in parallel with the existing 
one could be a worthwhile economic proposition which could be 
further investigated. By improving the transient limits of 
the generator the above mentioned parallel operation may 
establish its economic justification even for shorter distances 
than the accepted "break-even distance" for the underground 
transmission system of 40-60 miles. Furthermoreg the capital 
expenditure can be deferred by phasing out the installation of 
the converter bridges in line with the load growth while 
starting from a mono-polar arrangement. I 
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